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USU President George Emert gets his dinner from a Junetion worker Tuesday 11ight
. No special arrangements were madefor Emert.

Emert a poor college student?
From eating in the Junction to sleeping in Bullen Hall, the president checks out the student life
LARA GALE

Staff Writer

Logan
teensadmitto planning
bombing
in exchange
for probation
LOGAN, Utah (AP) - Two
Logan High School students
have admitted they planned
to set off explosives at their
school to create "mass hysteria."
They tonfessed Monday
in Juvenile Court as part of
a plea agreement.
The 15-year -old students,
one from Millville and one
from Logan, were arrested
and suspended from school
in January for planning to
build a bomb with stolen
materials.
The teen-agers were
charged with conspiracy to
commit burglary, a misde meanor.
The Millville teen was
also charged with conspiracy
to commit aggravated arson,
a second-degree felony. said
Cache County Deputy
Attorney James Swink.
If the boys comply with
all of the conditions of the
agreement, the charges will
be dismissed, according to
local officials.
The Logan teen·s agreement states he must stay out
of trouble with the law and
continue to attend school for
at least the next six months.
He was readmitted to
Logan High in February and
continues to attend classes
there.

The Millville teen's case
was more serious, investigators said. Therefore, he must
stay out of trouble with the
law for a year and continue
to attend counseling sessions.
He also must continue his
education, which has been
through correspondence
since he was expelled from
Logan High School following
the incident.
Swink said investigators
knew the conspiracy charges
would be tough to prove and
the police response was
more of an intervention on
the teens' behalf than an
attempt to invoke punish ments.
"We had no weapons, no
action, no bombs, just talk,"
Swink said . "But we had
enough probable cause for
conspiracy charges, so we
intervened."
Swink said police and
school officials were aware
of the talk and were watching the situation carefully.
These efforts were pri marily to assist the criminal
case against the teens.
Rumors about the talk circulated and parents became
aware of the possible threat.
The arrests were then
made in the name of safety,
Swink said.

The men in Bullen Hall Room
112 are just a little anxious
about their new roommate. It's
not every day you share a bathroom with the president of Utah
State University.
President George Emert
arrived at the apartment
Tuesday evening with a goody
basket for his new roommates
after dinner with students at the
Junction .
His roommates, Nick Aiello,
Ryan Lewis and James Jenkins,
chosen because they had a
vacant room in their apartment,
were stunned Saturday when
they learned he was coming to
live with them.
·1 thought it was an April
Fool's joke," sail! Nick Aiello.
While they said they were a
little nervous, never having met
Emert before, the boys don't
plan to change any life routines
for their new roommate. Their
apartment is a little cleaner than
usual. with the bathroom
scoured especially for the president by a Physical Plant Facilities

Maintenance team , but for the
most part. Emert is just going to
be one of the guys.
"He's being treated Just like
any new resident," said Chris
Ralphs, resident director over
Richards and Bullen Halls.
The idea of the stay is a
chance to talk with students
about their concerns and ideas
and get to know them on a personal level. Emert said.
He said it's hard at an administrative level to stay in contact
with studen ts, and this will be a
way for him to see what's going
on from their perspective.
Emert said he will be working
a normal schedule ar the office
for the days he's in the hall and
spending evenings with the students.
He understands that dorm
life means plenty of rowdiness
and late hours.
Tm just going to go with the
flow," he said.
The president said he will
participate in Residence Hall
Student Association activities
this week, serving "mocktails" at
the beach party and participating in Karaoke Night.

President Emert attempts to gel root beerfrnm the
Junction machines, but is unable to becauseii was broken.
He chose Cherry Pepsi instead.

Local gas stations not concerned about 'gas out' efforts
LARA GALE

Staff Writer

A California-based consumer watchdog
organization is waging war against gasoline
companies this weekend. but local gas stations aren't running for cover.
Consumers Against High Gas Prices, a
non-profit organization run by volunteers,
organized a similar boycott last year
prompted by a widely circulated, anonymous e-mail. Afterward prices dropped a
few cents in California , where the boycott
had the most support. but whether that
was in reaction to the boycott or would
have happened anyway because of
changes in the ml market is debatable.
Lowe Barry, a public school teacher who
started the organization last year and
serves as its chairperson, said he still hopes
to replicate those results this year on a
national scale.
Consumers are being asked via e-mail
and newspaper advertisements to join
CAHGP in a nationwide boycott of gas stations Friday through Sunday, and to join a
rolling boycott of certain gasoline compa nies every month through December.
Word has made it around USU, but
most don't plan to participate.
"If I don 't need gas, I'll do it," said
Monique Adams, a freshman. "But if I have
to buy gas I'm going to:
Local gas station owners and employees
aren't worried.
"People are going to need gas for the
weekend, boycott or not," said Toni Spillet,

manager of Aggie Station on the corner of
1400 N. and 800 East.
Even if people participate, the boycott
won't achieve the desired effect. said Brent
Miller, general manager of the Utah-based
gas station chain L.W.'s.
"It would have to go for months before
you'd see any kind of change in prices,"
Miller said. "That would be nobody driving. nobody using gasoline for anything. "
That's because gas prices are driven by
the law of supply and demand , Miller said.
Gasoline prices start with the pri ce of
oil barrels set by OPEC and other oil distributors. The oil is sold to refineries,
which then sell gasoline to stations like
L.W.'s.
After the middlemen and taxes add to
the price, gas stations have a small profit
margin to work with - even smaller when
oil prices are high, Miller said. He said he
adjusts prices to be high enough to make
the pumps profitable but low enough to
stay competitive and keep consumers
happy . The majority of a gas station 's profit
comes from convenience store sales, he
said.
Gas prices are high for severa l reasons .
gasoline retailers the least of them , a ccording to Douglas MacIntyre. oil marke t an alyst for the Energy Inform a tion
Administration.
One of the most important is OPEC's
failure to produce oil at a rate that puts
the price of oil into a normal range . Miller
said. In 1998 and 1999 OPEC produ ced
more oil than the world needed and oil

prices fell to as low as $10 a bar rel. sending
gasoline pnces below a dollar a gallon in
the United States and wreaking havoc on
the economies of oil-produ cing countries.
In an effort to undo the damage. the
OPEC 10 (excluding Iraq ) pledged early in
1999 to cut down on oil production . Their
adherence to that pledge left supplies too
low to fill a high demand for oil products,
especially gasoline, which is why the price
of oil hit $30 a bar rel last mon th, and why
it cost upwar ds of $160 to fill a gas tank
last weekend.
MacIntyre said consumers need to realize 89 cen ts per gallon was not sustainabl e;
the pendulum was bound to swing back
the other way. But $2 a gallon is not sustainable , either . The price of oil needs to
stabil ize between these two extremes.
which means around $12 to $15 per barrel. before gasoline prices will stabilize, he
said.
The good news is OPEC has agreed to
increase produ ction and gasoline prices
should fall 11 cents or mor e be tween now
and the end of the summer, MacIn tyre
said.
If the average consume r wants to h elp,
boycott ing isn't the way to do it. MacIn tyre
said.
·we understand th e frustr ation of the
gas consumer ," he said. ''A boycott may be
therapeutic , but it's no t go ing to change
the price of gasoline .
MacIntyr e said the best way for peop le
to affect the oil ma rket is to make a concer ted effort toward conservation .
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House votes to block transplant
direct more organs to the
WASHINGTON (AP) sickest patients - even if
Taking on an issue that
they live far from the
means life or death to
donor.
transplant patients. the
The legislation also
House voted Tuesday to
encourages organ donation,
block a Clinton administrasomething all sides support.
tion effort to move more
It calls for
hearts, livers and
financial assiskidneys to those
'Do we want
tance for livwho are closest
ing donors
to death.
politics
who give away
The legislation
determining life a kidney or
would strip the
part of a liver,
Department of
and death
and offers
Health and
Human Services
matters? I think grants for
states to
of its power to
not.'
encourage
set transplant
donation.
policy and comes
after years of
• M1cHAE1.
B1uRAK1s
•
The Senate
tension between
H.ORl[)ARfl'RF.SENTAJIVF.has not yet
acted on the
HHS and the
issue, and
United Network
both sides were hoping for
for Organ Sharing, the pria resolution there. Sens. Bill
vate firm that has long run
Frist, R-Tenn., and Edward
the transplant system
Kennedy , D-Mass ., had
under a government conplanned to introduce comtract.
The House approved the
promise legislation
measure, 275-147, shy of the Wednesday that would give
an expert commission
290 votes needed to overpower to mediate disputes.
ride a promised presidential
veto. By voice vote, it agreed But the pair had not yet
reached agreement. and
to include an amendment
Frist prepared to introduce
that overtly kills HHS reguthe legislation on his own.
lations already in place that

The basic problem is
supply and demand. Only
about half of families asked
to donate organs say yes,
and many families are
never asked. Meanwhile,
nearly 5,000 people die
each year waiting for organ
transplants, and 68,530
people are waiting for
transplants today.
The legislation would
give the transplant network
total control over the rules
governing how to distribute
more than 20,000 organs
that are donated each year.
Under the network's system, patients who live in
the same area as donors
have first chance at organs,
even if a sicker patient lives
just outside the border. The
Clinton administration

WorldGLANce

bill

wants to eliminate those
geographic barriers, saying
someone's chance at life
should not be dictated by
where they live.
"Healthy people are getting organs before they
need them and the very
sick are not getting organs
before they die," said Rep.
John Dingell. D-Mich.
The transplant network
and many transplant centers - particularly smaller
hospitals - fear that
change will siphon away
locally donated organs to
other centers, jeopardizing
their programs. They also
argue that HHS has no
right to write the rules, calling its effort to direct policy

>-Gunownerto standtrialin school
shooting
FLINT. Mich. (AP) - A man accused of carelessly storing the
handgun that authorities say a 6-year-old boy used to kill a
classmate must stand trial on an involuntary manslaughter
charge, a judge ruled Tuesday.
The boy was living with his 22-year-old uncle and defendant
Jamelle James , 19, when he found James ' gun and took it to
Buell Elementary School, prosecutors said He used it Feb. 29 to
fatally shoot first-grade classmate Kayla Rolland, police said.
The boy, who has not been charged, testified in the preliminary hearing Friday that he had seen James playing with the
gun, a .32-caliber semiautomatic pistol, and demonstrated how
James twirled it in his hands.
The boy said he had seen the gun and some quarters in a
shoebox in James· room.
He also said he remembered Kayla being shot , but when
asked if he shot her, he shook his head "no," and blamed another boy to whom he said he had given the gun.
"I wasn·t playing with the gun, I wasn't," the boy said.
Flint District Judge John L. Conover bound James over for
trial at the conclusion of the preliminary hearing Tuesday.
Federal grand jurors last month indicted James; the boy·s
uncle, Sir Marcus Winfrey. 22: and Robert Lee Morris III. 19. all
of nearby Mount Morris Township, on charges that they possessed stolen firearms and unlawfully used marijuana while possessing the weapons.
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Comatose
ObuchiSenatehearshowwomenbecamesexslaves
Witness testifies she was raped in
to be replaced
Serb camps and sold as sex slave
in
by partychief
TOKYO (AP) - Japanese political leaders were expected to name
top ruling party official Yoshiro
Mori as the new prime minister
Wednesday, replacing Keizo
Obuchi, who is on life support
after suffering a massive stroke.
The entire Cabinet resigned
Tuesday, paving the way for the
quick s~l~ction of a Libe'r'al
Democrat to the country's top
post. After the new leader is
named. a Ca bin et could be
installed by late Wednesday.
Government ministers
promised to move swiftly to avoid
a political vacuum after bbuchi's
collapse. The 62-year-old prime
minister suffered a stroke Sunday
and lapsed into a coma.
"IL is regrettable that the leader
of the. government fell ill ... in
such difficult times both at home
and abroad." the ministers said in
a statement after an emergency
meeting. "We are determined to
do our best."
With Obuchi's Liberal
Democratic Party firmly in control
of parliament, the changes were
not expected to bring any major
shift in political or economic policies. A new Cabinet will most likely be the same as the old, with
only the top spot changed.
Mori, 62, the second-highest
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WASHINGTON (AP)First, the story was told in
Russian by two women who
were tricked into lives of
forced sexual slavery. Then,
a Mexican woman
described how her search
for a better life unwittingly
lead her into a life in a
brothel.
In two languages, a
Senate panel crafting legislation to curb the growing
problem of sexual slavery
heard from victims, through
interpreters. stories of rape,
drug addictions. forced
abortions, and beatings.
"I was given tight clothes
to wear and told what to
do," said "Maria" a former
sex slaves who wore a disguise before the Senate
Foreign Relations
Committee's Near Eastern
and Southern Asian affairs
subcommittee Tuesday.
'There would be armed
men selling tickets to customers in the trailer. Tickets
were condoms," Maria said.
"Each ticket would be sold
for $22 to $25 each."
Like Maria, "Olga,"a
native of Siberia, said she
was told she could make a
lot of money if she left
home to work in another
country as a maid. Olga was
led to Israel, where she was
told she had been sold to a
man for $10,CXX)
and had to
"work off the debt."
Olga said she resisted at
first, only to be beaten in

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP)- She was only
seventh grade and a virgin.A Bosnian Serb soldier
took her into a room and ordered her to strip. When
the Muslim schoolgirl refused. he tore off her clothes
and raped her.
Moments later. the witness told a U.N. tribunal
Tuesday, she was taken to another room and raped by
four other soldiers. Over the next eight months. under
threat of death, she was raped countless times at Serb
rape camps - and then ~d1as a sex slave, sh~ said.
"I think that for tfie whole of my life.all my life,1
willfeel the pain that fel then,"said thewoma~.mow
23. "That will never go away."
The witness was the third woman to testify in the
trial of three Serb men accused of raping women and
girls and procuring them for other fighters in the town
of Foca, southeast of Sarajevo. at the start of the 19921995 Bosnian war.
Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir Kovac and Zoran
Vukovichave pleaded innocent to charges of war
crimes and crimes against humanity. If convicted. they
could be sentenced to life in prison.
1ne trial before the U.N. war crimes tribunal for the
former Yugoslaviais the first international prosecution
of rape as a crime against humanity. Court officials
said as many as 20 women would present similar stories before the prosecution rests its case.

her kidney area to create
maximum pain but minimum abuse to her appearance.
"I saw 15 to 20 customers a day and the brothel owners gave me drugs so
that I would work," Olga
said.
Though figures are
sketchy, it is believed that
between 50,000 and
100,000 women and chi!-

>-AirFranceforcingpilotsto speakEnglish
PARIS(AP) - Parlez-vous anglais? Air France pilots on final
approach to Paris' Charles de Gaulle airport will have to from
now on.
France's national airline said the decision to order its pilots to
speak English in all radio communication with air traffic control
is designed to improve safety. But French enthusiasts are outraged and say it's another example of the English language's
creeping worldwide dominance .
Air France officials, defending the policy that took effect
March 23, contend that the language spoken by pilots and air
traffic control is not a question of culture.
"Often, other pilots in the area who don't speak French can't
understand when the pilots and the control tower communicates," said Jean-Claude Couturier, a spokesman for Air France.
"We wanted to do this before something tragic happened."
But Marceau Dechamps, vice president of the group Defense
of the French Language. said the prohibition of French was
"inconceivable ."
"Frenc h pilots should absolutely be allowed to speak French,"
he said .
The argument that the new rule improves safety for surrounding pilots is flawed, Dechamps said, contending that the
new rule impedes communication.
"If you don't know the language of the country, it's good to
speak in English, but to tell French people not to speak French is
foolish," Dechamps said.
Last week, Quebec's minister responsible for the French language Charter, Louise Beaudoin. lambasted the decision as
"scandalous."
"The imperialism of English must have some limits," said
Beaudoin on a visit to Paris on Tuesday.
The French government is reserving judgment on Air France's
decision until it can study the decision's impact on safety, French
Foreign Ministry deputy spokesman Francois Rivasseau said .

dren are trafficked into the
U.S.,said William Yeomans
of the Justice Department
Civil Rights Division.
Meanwhile. the House
Judiciary committee
approved by a voice vote a
bill, sponsored by Rep.
Christopher Smith, R-N.J.,
that would create a new
class of visas for victims of
sex trafficking or slave
labor.
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LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. (AP) - Attention Disney workers :
Don't throw out those razors just yet.
A week ago, Walt Disney executives said they were relaxing a
decades-old policy that prohibited theme-park workers from
sporting mustaches on the job.
But the policy has a caveat : You can only grow a mustache on
vacation, and not at work.
Walt Disney World spokesman Bill Warren said there's noth ing unusual about the caveat in the policy.
"It's a very common corporate guideline that you should
grow a mustache on your vacation so you wouldn 't have an
unkempt appearance," Warren said. 'Tm not a hair expert, but
I'm sure someone can grow a mustache in a reasonable amount
of time."
Warren said apparent confusion among workers means that
"somebody didn't get the message."
Disney officials decided to scrap the mustache ban - which
had been in place since 1957 - in order to make it easier to
recruit employees in a tight labor market.

Fri. 72.m llp .m ., 2nd Sat . 9a .m.-ll p .m.!

I.Buyone European Breakfast
I Wrap receive a House Blend
I or Hot Chocolate FREE!

I

KAMPALA,Uganda (AP) - The 530 people who died in a
doomsday cult's chapel burned alive, consumed by gasolinefueled flames and trapped behind doors and windows bolted
from the outside, forensic tests showed Tuesday.
A.B.M. Lugudo, deputy commissioner of Uganda's forensics
agency. said investigators are trying to learn what role may have
been played by three people whose corpses, less thoroughly
charred, were found in a separate room of the chapel.
"We are still looking to see if these people started the fire
and tried to run away, but got caught up in the fire," he said .
The explosive fire destroyed the Christian doomsday sect's
chapel at Kanungu on March 17 and killed everyone inside.
The blaze prompted a search that uncovered 394 bodies at
compounds connected to the Movement for the Restoration of
the Ten Commandments of God in southwestern Uganda.
The key suspects have always been the cult leaders, although
investigators have yet to determine whether they too died in
their sect's cataclysmic end.
"It's possible they are still at large," said Richard Buteera,
director of Public Prosecutions. "If they are alive, it's just a matter of hunting them down."
Uganda suspended digging for any more victims on Friday,
stung by press criticism for putting bare -handed jail inmates to
work exhuming corpses. Investigators say they will resume the
exhumations only when they have the proper equipment including rubber gloves.
"We will be meeting with police to assess where we are and
where the areas of need are before making a formal appeal for
international help," Edward Rugamya, minister of Internal
Affairs, told The Associated Press.
Uganda has repeatedly complained it lacks proper resources
to investigate the deaths, the worst cult tragedy of modern
times.
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> USU
professor
honored
as anoutstanding
mentor
Brent C. Miller, Utah State
University Family and Human
Development department head, was
just named recipient of USU's 2000
University Outstanding Graduate
Mentor Award.
"Miller's commitment and sense of
duty to his graduate students go so far
beyond the call of duty that it's tough
to see how he can fit all he does into
24 hours," said Chuck Salzberg, a
member of the selection committee
and department head and professor in
the Special Education and
Rehabilitation Department.
"The committee reviewed eight
portfolios of faculty who were all outstanding examples of extraordinary
teaching, professional mentoring and
who had a genuine, caring attitude for
their students. lt was a tough decision,
which is a reflection of USU teaching
excellence."

> Grants
available
for
women
ineducation
studies

Hold your breath

The LoganCity Fire Department helpsair out the BearRiver Associationof Govermne11ts
building

Monday afternoonafter gas lines were rupturedduring the replacementof an oldfurnacr. Due to the
gas leak, Main Street was blockedoff between 100and 200 North and policehelpeddivert trafficwhile
the areawas evacuateduntil Questarofficialsdeemedthe areasafefor return.

Alcohol not a big problem at USU, but still a hazard
women and five or more drinks
for men.
The majority of USU students
are not drinkers, Carling said.
Being aware of your drinking
However, of those who do drink,
habits and the effects they have
70 percent are binge drinkers.
on non-drinkers is what alcohol
"Of the ones that are drinking,
awareness is about.
most of them are drinking danApril is National Alcohol
Awareness Month, and a National gerously." Carling said.
Carling receives many reports
Alcohol Screening will be on
from campuses across ,he nation,
Monday.
Jana Carling, a prevention spe- she said. In March alone there
.. , were several deaths
cialist for Utah State
·
relating to alcoh9l.
University's Student •Wellness Center deals
'Nothillg"!fJt;bha,m
')(fl
"iN01ihlng,yet.
thank goodness. has
with education for
goodness,has
happened on our
students with probcampus," Carling said,
lems relating to alcohappened,but the but
the risks are still
hol from minors in
possession, drunk dririsksarestill there.' there.
·we do look at
ving and public intoxiwhars going on on
cations among others.
•jAN-\CAruJNG• our campus," Carling
"Our university
Wu.L:~[SS
CCNITR
said.
doesn't follow the
Right now their
national trend,"
office is researching
Carling said, because
ways to reduce excessive drinking,
USU has a lower number of peoand conducting a survey to see
ple who drink.
how students are using alcohol.
She did say, however, that the
Because of the amount of
risks taken by those who do drink
drinkers are drinking excessively,
are the same.
Carling said that she is concerned
These risks include property
damage, alcohol poisoning, sexual for the patterns that are developassaults, unprotected sex, fights.
ing.
"The other risks they are
injuries, missing classes and poor
putting themselves at is they're
performance on tests.
setting a pattern that leads to
The more you drink, the more
abuse or dependence," Carling
likely these kinds of things can
said.
occur, Carling said.
Dependence is a physical need
National research shows that
for alcohol in order to survive, or
of college students in 1999, 19.2
alcoholism. Alcohol abuse is
percent do not drink and 36.6
where drinking is not just a social
percent are non-binge drinkers.
pleasure, but affects other aspects
An occasional binge drinker one who ·drinks one or two times of life.
Carling said examples of this
in a two-week period" - is at 21.4
could be financial because of getpercent, and a frequent binge
ting fines for public intoxication
drinker - one who binges three
or more times in a two-week peri- or driving under the influence, or
property damage occurring while
od - is at 22.7 percent.
intoxicated.
Binging is defined as four or
Other effects are physical.
more drinks in one evening for

JESSICAWARREN

> Survey
looksat USU
students'
childcareneeds

Staff Writer

Child Resource and Referral and
Utah State University Housing are
conducting a survey to determine
child care needs at USU.
Students who have children may
complet the survey by visiting the
Child Care Resource and Referral
Web page at www.usuchild.usu.edu
and clicking on the "Survey" icon.
The survey will be available
through April 30. For more information, call 797-1552.
0

> OMV
allows
'SCNDL'
on
Olympic
specialty
plate

including sexual assaults, contracting STD's or pregnancy.
"It takes a long time to develop
alcoholism, but someone could be
abusing alcohol right away,"
Carling said.
The majority of people diagnosed with alcoholism have college degrees , said Carling, not the
stereotypical bum on the street.
"Alcoholism affects all people,
from all walks of life, from all
socio-economical backgrounds,"
Carling said.
Most of the problems Carling's
office sees are Minors in
Possession, sent to them for edu-

cation. But because this is a dry
campus, any person found intoxicated on campus will be sent for
education in their office, because
it is a viola lion of student code.
The classes are taught by peers
about the dangers of binge drinking and how to drink responsibly.
JoAnn Autry, director of the
Student Wellness Center said
there is only about a 2 percent
rate of second offenders after
going through their class.
·1 think it's because it's taught
by their peers, and not someone
shaking their thumb at them."
Autry said.

1n Stacey
Nelson-Waggoner
rapecase
Supreme
Court
hearsarguments
SALTLAKECITY(AP)- The Utah State
Supreme Court heard arguments Tuesday on
whether the trial of convicted rapist Stacey
Nelson-Waggonerwas prejudiced by testimony
from two women, including one at the center of
his first trial where he was acquitted
ln all, five women have accused NelsonWaggoner of raping them and two others said he
sexuallyassaulted them. ln the man's first trial. he
was acquitted of rape.
ln his second rape trial. Nelson-Waggoner

faced his accuser as well as the two other women:
the woman from his first trial and an alleged victim of rape in a case that has not yet gone to trial.
Deputy Utah attorney general Tom Brunker
said the two women's testimony was used to buttress the victim's credibilitybecause all of their
stories were similar
"He wants to construct five artificial 'he saidshe said' cases;· Brunker said.
But defense attorney Ken Brown argued if the
rape case had been tried simply on its merits, his

client would have been found innocent. The two
women's testimony prejudiced the jury, he argued.
'This case, if you followthe law,should have
resulted in an acquittal for my client,"he said.
He said it would have been difficult for the
jury to ignore the number of alleged victims
brought to the stand during the second trial.
Without the women's testimony "it was a very
thin case,"he argued.
The court took the arguments under advisement.

Hatch calls for replacing the tax system, abolishing IRS, by 2005
SALTLAKECITY(AP)- Sen. Orrin Hatch on
Tuesday called for replacing the federal tax system during the next five years. He planned three
bills to make a "down payment" on tax simplification.
As a presidential candidate last year, Hatch
had called for abolishing the Internal Revenue
Service and building an entirely new tax system.
'The tax code last year included over 2.8 million words. The Holy Bible itself has only about
775,000 words. Obviously,God did not need to
issue such copious instructions for living as we
currently have for complyingwith tax laws,"said

Two $300 grants-in-aid from
Delta Kappa Gamma, a women's
educational organization, are available to women with a declared major
in education.
Grant awards will be based on
financial need. scholarship . leadership and activities. All applicants
must have been accepted into the
educational program of their chosen
major department.
Additional information and applications are available at the Utah
State University Women 's Center ,
797-1728. Applications must be postmarked or received by April 21.

Hatch, R-Utah.
He said his first bill will call for abolishing the
alternative minimum tax. Hatch called it "a
major source of complexity that is beyond
repair."
Hatch said he also plans to propose simplifying the earned income tax credit, a tax cut
intended to help the poor. Hatch said "the computation of the credit is so complicated that
many professional tax preparers do not even
know how it works."
Hatch wants to rework the capital gains tax
paid on sales of such things as stocks or homes.

He said they now require a 54-line Schedule D
accompanied by two worksheets and seven pages
of instructions.
He proposed allowing taxpayers to exclude 50
percent of their capital gains in a year from such
taxes. and taxing the rest at ordinary income
rates. He said that is less complicated.
Hatch also wants to repeal provisions that
phase out benefits of personal exemptions and
itemized deductions for wealthy taxpayers. And
he wants to equalize interest rates that corporate
taxpayers must pay the IRSor that they receive
from the JRSfor overpayments.

SALTLAKECITY (AP)- Daron
Malmborg was happily motoring for
11 months with special Utah Olympic
license plates that read "SCNDL."Get
it? It means scandal.
But last week, state Motor Vehicle
Division officials ordered him to turn
in the plates or lose his vehicle registration. The agency told The
Associated Press the plates shouldn't
have been approved in the first place.
"We just thought it was not appropriate to put ·scandal· on the Olympic
plate,· said Lynette Byrd, a supervisor
in charge of vanity plates.
Malmborg was told he could display "SCNDL"on any other Utah
license plate design, but not on the
special Olympic plate, which promotes
the scandal-scarred 2002 Winter
Games.
Malmborg turned to his family
attorney - license plate "ISUE4U'.who referred him to the American
Civil Liberties Union .
"We hope the state will not add to
the embarrassment of the Olympic
scandal by violating Daron's protected
First Amendment rights," said Carole
Gnade, the ACLU'sUtah director.

> Investigation
continues
intochild's
headinjuries
SOUTHWEBER,Utah (AP)- A 3month-old boy remained in extremely
criticalcondition at Primary Children's
MedicalCenter Tuesday,nearly a week
after he was injured in a day care center.
Davis County Sheriff'sLt Dan
Hortona said they are trying to determine how the baby was hurt last
Wednesdayas he was being cared for in
a South Weber home.
The name of the infant has not been
released.
Paramedicswere called to Geri
Daines' home, where they found the
baby with severehead injuries.
Daines said she was not in the room
when the injuries occurred and had
checked on the baby 10 minutes before
the incident Horton said.
The investigationhas been slowwhile
detectivestry to interview three
preschoolerswho were in the room
when the baby was hurt
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Wildert1ess
advet1tures
it1Logam
backyard
The do's and don'ts
A guideto naturethatcouldsaveyourlife
NATALIElASRON

Staff Writa

As spring weather fillsthe air
and cabin fever sets in, Utah State
Universitystudents may find it
necessaryto take a trip up
LoganCanyon to enjoy
the hiking,biking,
camping,fishingand
other outdoor activities.

GeneralTips
With any excursioninto
nature, there are alwaysinherent
risks involved. Many of the most
common problems can be completelyavoidedif students know
what to watch for.
From a book by Dave
Hall called Hiking Utah the
followingis a list of safety
measures for campingand
hiking:
• Be especiallycareful with
fires.
• Watch weather carefullyso you won't be
caught in a storm
• Get the latest update
on road conditions,
water levels,and/ or
snow
depths.
• Don't hike at night.
• Never split up in the back
country: alwayskeep your party
together.
• Stayon the trail unless you are
an experiencedhiker.
• Knowthe symptomsand treatments for hypothermia.
• Don't drink contaminated
water.
• Study basic survivaland first
.aid before leavinghome.
• Don't eat wild mushrooms
or other plants in the back
country unless you are positive of the identification.
• Avoidhiking
alone.
• Don't exhaust
yourself by trying to
travel too far too fast.
• Don't wait until
you're confused to look
at your map.
• If you get lost, don't panic.

• Don't take any chances while in
the back country such as climbing
cliffs.jumping ravines or canyons,
or challengingshaky tree "bridges·
over streams.
• Stayclear of all wild animals.

F.diblevs. PoisonousPlants
Here are a fewhelpful tips
taken from www.artrans.com/
rmsg.toc.htm. which is sponsored
by the RockyMountain Survival
Group.
To avoidpotentiallypoisonous
plants. stay away from any wild or
unknown plants that have:
• Milkyor discoloredsap.
• Beans.bulbs or seeds inside
pods.
• Bitter or soapy taste.
• Spines,fine hairs, or thorns.
• Dill.carrot, parsnip, or parsley
like foliage.
• "Almond"scent in woodyparts
and leaves.
• Grain heads with pink, purplish
or blackspurs.
• Three-leavedgrowth pattern.
Some edible plants in temperate
areas are: asparagus,blackberries,
blueberries,cattail.chestnut, dandelion, daylily,nettle, oaks, prickly
pear cactus,sassafras,strawberries,
thistle,water lily,lotus,wild onion,
garlicand wild rose.
Rememberthe following
· when collectingwild plants for
food:
• Plantsgrowingnear homes and
occupied buildingsor along roadsides may have been sprayedwith
pesticides.Wash them thoroughly.
• Plantsgrowingin contaminated
water or in water containing
Giardia Iambliaand other parasites
are contaminated themselves.Boil
or disinfectthem
• To lessen the chance of accidental poisoning, do not eat any fruit
that is starting to spoil or showing
signsof mildewor fungus.
• Plants of the same speciesmay
differin their toxicor subtoxic
compound content because of
geneticor environmental factors.
One example of this is the
foliageof the common chokecherry. Some chokecherryplants have
Jumpto HU<JNG,
Page7____
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Logan Canyon home to many trails for spring hiking
BRIAN CARDALL

Staff Writer

As the snow line slowlyrecedes to
higher elevations and the sun lingers a
bit longer in the western sky,a type of
primitive urge is awakened in most of
us to get out, explore and visit Mother
Nature on her terms.
The area surrounding Logan offers a
number of outdoor recreation opportunities.
"Perhaps the best place to go hiking
this early in the season would be the
Wind Cave Trail,"said L J Western,
Information Assistant at the Logan
Ranger District of the Forest Service.
"Most trails are still covered in patchy

snow and mud. The Wind Cave Trail is
usually the first to dry out.·
The trail head is located about five
miles up Logan Canyon across from the
Guinavah-Malibucampground. The
trail itself is fairlysteep and roughly
two miles long one way,Western said.
Another popular area is the River
Trail.
Due to its proximity to Logan and
easy hiking grade, the RiverTrail is a
good choice for someone who wants to
get out for a few hours and enjoy a
warm spring day.The trail is free of
snow, but there is a bit of danger due to
the possibilityof avalanches that come
out of the canyons high above, Western
said.

The Logan Canyon River Trail starts near the mnuth nf Lngan canyon and runs along the

riverfor three miles ending at Spring Hollow. The trail is open to hikers, bikersand horses.

The RiverTrail starts at the mouth
of Logan Canyon across from the
Forest Service boundary sign. It continues up the canyon followingthe Logan
Riverfor about four miles.Accessto the
trail at points other than the trail head
is good since it passes close to three
Forest Servicecampgrounds, all of
which can be used as enter/exit points.
"Anyonegoing out this time of year
need to be extremely careful since
there is still winter/spring type conditions,"Western said.
Anything could happen from unexpected avalanches to sudden snow
storms, she said
"Hypothermia is still very much a
possibility."she said.
J.C.Bush, from Al's Sporting Goods
in North Logan.has several suggestions
as to what to take in order to be prepared.
"Afleece jacket or windbreaker of
some type is a must." he said. "It may
be hot and sunny in the valley,but in
the canyon things can cool off unexpectedly,especiallyin the shadows."
A good pair of boots is important to
provide feet and ankles with ample
support. Also,it is nice to take a light
pack loaded with water. maps, a flashlight and a simple first-aid kit, he said.
There are several trail guides available for a more detailed list of hikes
around Logan.
The BridgerlandTravel Council has
put out a guide containing 15 of the
most popular trails in the area. It is
available free at the Logan Ranger
District office at the mouth of Logan
Canyon or can be found at most sporting goods stores around town.
Another valuable resource is a book
called Cache Trails,by John Wood.
It contains detailed descriptions of
40 trails around Cache Valley.The
book is currently out of print, but it can Julia Abelmann start, the_two_-miletrek up ~heWind Cavestrail in LoganCanyon
be found online through the Stoke's
T1!esdayafte:iwon. The trazl_
gat~!S 1,000feet Ill elevation and is a four-mile round
Nature Center's Web site at www.Iogan- trrp. The trail m 011e of thefirst 111the canyon to dry out in the spring.
nature.org.
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The life of a recycling guru
TAKE
IT OR LEAVE
IT/

Doug Smeath

Spring
h
a
s
arrived.
Earth Day
is approaching.
T
h
e
QUAD
is
covered
with sun worshipers, and students, across the Utah State
University campus are wearing shorts and sandals.
Just about everyone is
thinking of nature.
The issue of environmentalism is always being debated. Hopefully there aren't too
many people who would
argue polluted water and air
filled with smog are better
than a clean, fresh environment. But almost everyone
disagrees about how to go
about keeping Mother Nature
happy.
Call me a tree-hugger. Call
me obsessive. Calf me an
environmentalist freak if you
want.
I say you
can never do
too much in
the way of environmentalism.
That is why
I have set up a
recycling program in my residence
hall room. That is why
all my co-workers now
think twice before throwing away mixed paper in
front of me - and why they'd
have to be stupid to chuck an
aluminum can with me anywhere within the same ZIP
code.
Yes, I have a well-developed reputation as a nature
lover. For some people, my
obsession goes too far. But
just give me a chance. I will
prove that environmentalism
is more than essential to the
environment.
It's also beneficial to you
- the recycler, the bus rider,
the conscientious camper economically, physically and

spiritually.
Since I was 10, I have
planned on single-handedly
improving life for all the citizens of Earth.
At first I just thought that
meant recycling everything
cou Id. Over the past 10 years,
I've come to the point where I
can't look at an aluminum
can without trying to imagine
what it will be in its next,
post-recycling life. I can't
look at a plastic container
without wondering whether it
is "PET" (polyethylene tererphtthalate) or "HOPE" (high
density polyethylene).
Since then, I have, of
course, realized there are
other things I can do for the
environment. And I've realized these things, even without their environmental benefits, make my life better.
So I ride the bus. I don't
have to pay for gas or car payments. I don't have to deal
with traffic, road rage and that
cramp I get in
my knee when
I drive
too
long.And every
time I get out of
the
bus,
I
breathe a deep
breath
and
think about
how
much more exhaust I
would be breathing in if
I and my fellow bus riders had each driven separate cars.
And I refuse to litter. I
don't run the risk of finding
out firsthand how much higher than the "minimum fine for
littering" the local police are
willing to go.
I don't deal with funny
looks from people who can't
understand why I couldn't
carry that gum wrapper a few
feet to the garbage can. And I
don't feel the pangs of guilt
when I see a roadside covered
with other people's trash.
I always turn unneeded
Iights and electrical equipment off, and I yell at my

friends and family when they
don't do the same. At home, I
save my parents the extra
expense by, I like to think, at
least slightly reducing their
electrical bi 11.
On campus, I do my (very)
small part to save the university some money. More
importantly though, I feel
good thinking about the energy waste I helped prevent by
clicking off the switch.
And I recycle. Oh, do I
recycle! A wall in my living
room is devoted to recycling
- I even free-handed a drawing of that three-arrow recycling symbol, and I can't
draw.
We have four cardboard
boxes, each bearing a piece
of scratch paper on the back
of which I wrote an extensive
list of what's to be put in that
box ("Mixed paper - newspaper, colored paper, computer paper, lined paper ANY PAPER").
In class, I take all my notes
on the backs of old sheets of
paper, paper with last semester's sociology papers printed
on them. In fact, I can't
remember the last time I used
a fresh sheet of notebook
paper.
~
There is a lot more I should
and could do. I wish I would
take a weekly walk through
the canyon with a bag to put
litter in. I wish I could invent
some kind of fuel-efficient
car. I wish I could discover
the secret behind harnessing
solar energy. I wish I could
convince everyone in the
world to do his or her part.
I can't, but what I do is better than nothing. And when I
die and find out God is a treehugging granola environmentalist, I'll be glad I did my
part.

~
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USU students can take advantage of the recyclingbins located011 the first floor of the Taggart

Student Center. The bins arefor paperand aluminum cans. Bins like theseare locatedaround camp11~.

Making
a difference
for the planet
DOUG SMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

Ask people about recycling
and they'll probably think of
aluminum cans and maybe
newspapers or old tires.
But across the country, and
even to a degree in Logan,
there's hardly a substance
people use that can't be recycled.
On the Utah State
University campus, the
Resource Recovery department of the Physical Plant
Doug Smeathis the selfpro- manages university recycling.
claimedrecyclingpatrolfor the Bins across campus, including
Statesman newsroom.Send in buildings and around resicommentsto dence halls, offer places for
heyjupiter1@hotmail.com students to leave the wouldbe trash.

Linda Walker, a staff assisMany recyclable products
tant at Resource Recovery,
are also sold by the university
said there are many reasons
to companies that use one
the university offers recycling. man's trash to create a kind
One, she said, is for ·norof treasure they can use.
mal recycling purposes ."
For example, Walker said
Recyclingprotects the envisome mixed paper is sold to
ronment by decreasing the
Mt. Fiber, a local insulation
amount of trash that sits in
company that grinds up the
landfills waiting to decompaper to make building insupose. It also reduces the
lation.
amount of raw materials that
Resource Recovery accepts
are wasted by creating new
cardboard, paperboard , any
products.
kind of paper, aluminum
Recyclingalso saves the
cans, tin cans, opaque plastic
university money, Walker
and amber, green or clear
said. In fact, she said, it helps
glass.
the university make money.
Off campus, there are
"(Recycling)decreases from
many places people can get
the amount the university has rid of all kinds of old stuff
to pay for use of the landfill,"
she said.
Jumpto RECTCUNG.
Page6
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Highlights:
•Private Bedroom & Bathroom
•Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each Bedroom
•2 Phone Lines in Each Bedroom
•Laundry in each Apartment (no coins!)
•Modern Kitchen Facilities
•Cable TV jacks in each Bedroom
•Living Room
•No Parking Hassles
•Air Conditioning
•Internet Services Available
•Filled Apartment Incentive.
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In case of attack, don't run
AsK TI-IEEXPERTS
/ Emily Proctor

Pablo
( n a m e

changed)
is a junior
studying at
Utah State
University.
Ev e r y

morning at
5:30, he stands on his front
porch and peers into the
predawn light. He scans trees
and bushes, before he bolts
across the lawn, past a small
tree and jumps into his
unlocked car.
"I keep it unlocked sometimes," he said, "because a
mountain lion could attack me
in the time it takes to fumble
with my keys."
The mountain lion would,
he said, perch in the small tree
next to his car.
"I'm scared it will jump
down and eat me."
Pablo and his wife live in a
little house just below Old
Main Hill, near a small pasture
that is frequently visited by a
couple of deer. He is afraid a
mountain lion will come looking for deer and find him
instead.
Mortimer (name changed),
24, lives half a block from
Pablo. He is afraid of sharks,
bears, cow moose and blood
sucking mosquitoes. And now,
after talking with Pablo, he's
afraid of mountain lions.
But some of Mortimer's
fears are based upon real
experiences. He was once
charged by a mother grizzly in
Alaska.
"We were just walking
down the road, and turned a
corner and saw two bear cubs
playing in a mud puddle," he
said.
He and his friend stopped
dead in their tracks, and didn't
run when the mother bear
came charging at them .
Luckily she stopped within 10
feet of them before turning into
the woods.
Mortimer was also chased
down the street by a moose,
but escaped injury by climbing
on top of an A-frame house
and waiting 15 minutes for the
moose to leave.
On one hand, the world is a
dangerous place. I've heard
people express fears of bears,
cougars, snakes, hobo spiders,

The Student Employment Office is located 1n
the Taggart Student Center, Room I 06.
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that can be recycled rather
than dumped in the landfill.
Here is a list of some places
throughout Cache Valley that
accept recyclable materials:
• North Logan: Elk Ridge
Park. 1100 E. 2500 North.

Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelle,where
you can create
a beautifulpiece
of jewelryas
uniQueas
yourlove.

badgers and
wolverines. by a bear or a mountain lion
Personally I worry about squir- are very slim.
rels that throw things at inno"More people die each year
cent hikers and intolerant hate from being crushed by softgroups.
drink machines than by predaBut on the other hand, I tory animals," he said. Who
believe the media would play knew getting a drink could be
on our fears of wild animals, so dangerous?
and exploit these fears to keep
Gilbert didn't seem to know
us glued to our televisions and why the press focuses so much
to our newspapers . They oper- attention on these large carniate on this lore of scary things vores.
to keep us reading and wary.
"It is more dangerous," he
The Colorado media, for said, "to drive to Jackson Hole,
example, have sensationalized than it is to walk into grizzlymountain lion attacks in recent country unarmed."
years. This could easily
And there are no grizzlies in
explain Pablo's
--Cache Valley, if
fears, since he is
I've heardpeople you don't count
from Colorado.
the skull of Old
And
recent expressfearsof bears, Ephraim in the
movies
about
Merrill Library.
killer sharks and cougars,snakes,hobo The closest grizcrocodiles have
zly area is the
scared
poor spiders,badgersand southern part of
Mortimer right wolverines.
PesonallyJ Teton National
out of the water.
Park in Wyo.
But these fears worn;aboutsquirels
As for wolverand experiences
ines and lynx,
bring real ques- that throwthingsat Gilbert says "we
tions to my mind.
innocenthikersand don't have them
What should a
here." But if we
person do in case intoleranthategroups. did they wouldof an animal
n't be a threat,
attack? What are
because they are
the chances of
nocturnal
and
something like this happening usually very shy. A badger
here in Cache Valley? Mostly I might run at you though, out
want to know - should I be only if you interrupt it while it
scared?
is doing something, he said.
To find out, I asked Barrie
There are mountain lions in
K. Gilbert, a professor in the this area, but their numbers are
natural resources department. probably diminishing around
Originally from Kingston, here. Gilbert said that last year
Ontario, Canada, he earned 38 cougars were killed in
his undergraduate degree in Northeast Utah, and 86 were
biology and his master's and killed across the border in
doctoral degrees in zoology Southeast Idaho. He doesn't
from Duke University. Before think that cougar populations
coming to USU, he was a will get out of control here
wildlife biologist in Canada.
because they are heavily huntAs an animal behaviorist, ed.
Gilbert has logged countless
To avoid encounters with
hours observing animals. He wild animals, Gilbert teaches
knows his stuff. Gilbert also his students to pay attention,
survived a grizzly bear attack make a little noise to warn the
when he was hiking in a animal you're coming, and to
remote part of Yellowstone listen attentively. He also sugNational Park.
gests students do not hike in
Surprisingly, he bears no big groups where they chat
malice (no pun intended) rather than pay attention to
against these animals. In fact, what's going on around them.
before the interview he made
"If you are going to enter an
it clear he would not be a part impoverished area in Detroit,
of an article designed to scare you are going to pay attention
people.
to what is going on around
First of all, he assured me
that the chances of an attack J.um,lJQArwx PageZ

They accept cardboard. newspaper. tin/steel cans, plastic
pop bottles, plastic milk jugs.
aluminum cans and green
waste (compostable,
biodegradable products that
can be recycled for use on
lawns and flower beds).
• Paradise: City Shed Park.
8990 S. 200 West. They accept
cardboard, newspaper, aluminum cans. tin/steel cans.
plastic pop bottles, plastic
milk jugs. clear glass and
green waste.
• Hyrum: East Park, 800 E.
Main St. They accept cardboard. newspaper. aluminum
cans, tin/ steel cans. plastic
pop bottles. plastic milk jugs,
clear glass and green waste.
• Hyde Park: Lee Park. 600
W. Hyde Park Lane. They
accept cardboard. newspaper,
aluminum cans, tin/ steel
cans, plastic pop bottles, plastic milk jugs, clear glass and
green waste.
• Smithfield: Lee's Market
Place, 850 S. Main St. They
accept newspaper, aluminum,
tin/ steel cans. plastic pop bottles and plastic milk jugs.
• Lewiston: 190 E. Center
St. They accept cardboard,
newspaper, aluminum cans,
tin/ steel cans. plastic pop bottles, plastic milk jugs, clear
glass and green waste.
• Providence: Von's Park,
350 E. Center St. They accept
cardboard, newspaper, aluminum cans, tin/ steel cans,
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plastic pop bottles, plastic
milk jugs, clear glass and
green waste.
• Nibley:Across from the
ball park, 296 W. 3600 South.
They accept cardboard, newspaper, aluminum cans,
tin/ steel cans, plastic pop bottles, plastic milk jugs and
dear glass.
• Logan Landfill: 200 N
1400 West. They accept cardboard, newspaper, aluminum
cans, tin/ steel cans, plastic
pop bottles, plastic milk jugs.
clear glass, green waste, aluminum scrap, ferrous metals
(any metal a magnet attracts
to), tires, oil, carpet padding,
batteries and pallets.
• Smith's Food & Drug:
442 N. 175 East. They accept
cardboard, newspaper, aluminum cans, tin/ steel cans,
plastic pop bottles, plastic
milk jugs, clear glass, brown
and green waste.
• Trenton Feed: Main &!
Center. They accept cardboard, newspaper, tin/ steel
cans, plastic pop bottles, plastic milk jugs, clear glass and
green waste.
For more information on
what these recyclable materials are, what local companies
recycle, links to environmental Web sites and other information and entertainment
concerning recycling,visit the
Cache ValleyClean Team
Web site at www.cvcleanteam.org.
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Looking for a rewarding career?
How about Rehabilitation Counseling?
Earn a Master's ofRehabilitation Counseling
through a nationally ranked, accredited program,
and serve the needs of persons with disabilities.

Peddling together

Susan Barbisan(back) and her f"<l'Cl childrenDrmi11ic(left) and LMenza bikeafong the
River Trail in Lrgan Canyon. Tucker, their drg, nin, alrngside thefamily. With spring
finally hitting CacheCounty, many pl!Elp/e
are taking advantageof the u•armer weather.

Aca<lenucExcellence

Rehabilitation Counselor Education
cat," he says.
If a mountain lion does
attack you, you should fight
Continuedfrom Page6
back with anything you have:
you. You would watch to see fists, sticks, keys, cameras.
who's following you. It's the
If a bear attacks you,
same in the wilderness. You Gilbert said to "play dead to
have to make your senses minimize your chances of
aware," Gilbert said.
injury."
"You've got to learn to
The answer to our problems
smell and to listen."
is not to get rid of a 11the large
In case of an encounter predators. If we did that then
with a bear or a mountain there would be a "cascading
lion, don't run. Gilbert sug- effect," which Gilbert explains
gests facing the animal, and is increasing populations of
backing off slowly.
smaller animals: skunks, foxes,
"Put your hands up. Open raccoons and coyotes. These
your jacket if you have one. animals can actually be more
Do not bend over," he said.
dangerous than the larger
Gilbert warns that running predators because they often
children are especially vulner- carry rabies and other diseases. They are also a nuiable.
"They are like a mouse to a sance and sometimes smell

ATTACK

bad.
Gilbert asserts a mutual
respect program. He believes
that humans and bears and
mountain lions can share the
land peaceably.
A picture of bears and men
walking on the same shore
hangs in his office.
As far as Pablo's fear of
large predators go, Gilbert
suggests that he visit the zoo to
help him overcome his fear of
cougars. "Read some books.
Get to know these animals,"
he said.
They are really not out to
get us. They are just defending
themselves.
So Pablo, go to the zoo.
And while you're there, if a
pop machine attacks you, let
go of the drink, take your
•

ht

1 '

hand out of the slot and
yell for help.

Emily Proctor is an
inquisitiveand curioussenior
studying teclznicalwriting.
Enquiring minds can query at
emilyproctor@ccusu.edu

The College of Science honors its top faculty and students
at an Awards Program & Reception
April 7th, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
David B. Haight Alumni Center.
E. Robert Heal (Math & Stat), Teacher of the Year;
David B. Drown (Biology), Advisor of the Year;
Charles G. Torre (Physics), Researcher of the Year;
Scott B. Smith (Math & Stat), Graduate Student Teacher of the Year;
Sedonia D. Sipes, PhD. (Biology) &
Xiaoxin Chen, M.S. (Computer Science)
Graduate Student Researchers of the Year;
Tasha VonNiederhausem (Biology),Valedictorian; and
Tyler L. Christensen (Biology), Scholar of the Year.
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HIKING

and discomfortcaused by
insect bites by applying:
• Cold compresses.
• A coolingpaste of mud and
ashes.
• Sap from dandelions.
If-youdetermine that a poisonous snake bit an individual,
take the followingsteps:
• Reassurethe victimand keep
him still.
• Set up for shock and force
fluids.
• Removewatches.rings.
braceletsor other constricting
items.
• Clean the bite area.
• Maintain an airway (especially if bitten near the face or
neck) and be prepared to
administer mouth-to-mouth
resuscitationor CPR.
• Use a constrictingband
between the wound and the
heart.
• Immobilizethe site.
• Removethe poison as soon
as possibleby using a mechanical suction deviceor by squeezing.
Booksand pamphlets are
availablein the USUlibraries
about survivaland hiking safety. If you have any specific
questions,contact the Forest
Serviceat 755-3620.

not scratch the bite or sting,it
might become infected.Inspect
your body at least once a day
to ensure there are no insects
high concentrationsof deadly
cyanide compounds while oth- attached to you. If you find
ticks attached to your body,
ers have lowconcentrationsor
cover them with a substance
none. Horseshave died from
eating wiltedwild cherry leaves. (such as Vaseline)heavy oil or
• Some people are more sustree sap, that will cut off their
ceptibleto gastricdistress(from air supply.Without air, the tick
plants) than others. If you are
releasesits hold, and you can
sensitivein this way,avoid
removeit. Take care to remove
unknown wild plants. If you are the whole tick. Use tweezersif
you have them. Grasp the tick
extremelysensitiveto poison
ivy, avoid products from this
where the mouth parts are
attached to the skin. Do not
family.includingany parts
squeeze the tick's body.Wash
from sumacs.mangoes.and
your hands after touching the
cashews.
tick.
If stung by a bee, immediFootCare
ately remove the stinger and
venom sac, if attached, by
To prevent serious foot
problems. break in shoes before scrapingwith a fingernailor a
knife blade. Do not squeeze or
wearing them on any excurgrasp the stinger or venom sac.
sion.Trim toenailsstraight
across.Wear an insole and the
as squeezingwill force more
venom into the wound. Wash
proper size of dry socks.
Powderand check feet for blis- the sting site thoroughlywith
ters.
soap and water to lessen the
If a small blister appears, do chance of a secondaryinfecnot open it. An intact blister is
tion.
safe from infection.Applya
If you know or suspect that
you are allergicto insect stings,
padding material around the
alwayscarry an insect sting kit
blister to relievepressure and
with you. Relievethe itching
reduce friction.If the blister
bursts. treat it as an open
wound. Clean and dress it daily
and pad around it. Leavelarge
blistersintact. To avoid having
UNIVERSITY
the blister burst or tear under
pressure and cause a painful
PRESlDENT'S DIVERSITY FORUM
and open sore. do the following:
• Obtain a sewing-type needle
"OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSITY IN
and a clean or sterilizedthread.
UTAH -- PART I: ETHNIC DIVERSITY"
• Run the needle and thread
through the blister after deanTUESDAY,11 APRIL 2000
ing the blister.
IO A.M. TO 12 NOON
• Detach the needle and leave
ECCLESCONFERENCECENTER AUDITORIUM
both ends of the thread hanging out of the blister.The
President George Emert
thread willabsorb the liquid
will moderate panel discussion with audience
inside. This reduces the size of
the hole and ensures that the
Guest Panelist: Allison L. Johnson, President, Lee Johnson
hole does not close up.
Group, Alexandria. Virginia. will interview the following panelists:
• Pad around the blister.

Continuedfrom Page4

UtahState

S~andBites

• Grace C. Huerta, Assistant Professor, Secondary Education, USU
•

The best way to avoid the
complicationsof insect bites
and stings is to keep immunizations (includingbooster shots)
up-to-date, avoi~insect-infested areas, use netting and insect
repellent and wear all clothing
properly.

Erica Liu Wollin , StafTTherapist,Counseling Center, USU

• Antonio A. Arce, Graduate Student, Sociology, USU
The PRESIDENT'SDIVERSITYA WARDSwill be presented
following the panel discussion.

For i11formationor requestsfor accomnwdation,please call the USU
AAIEO Office at (435) 797-1166 no later than Friday, 7 April.

For more information, call 435-797-0449 or visit
the RCE web site at http://www.rce.usu.edu

College of Science Faculty
& Students Honored

, I I II

If you get bitten or stung, do

Scholarships available.
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Recieve one FREEregular
tanning pass with a haircut,
color or perm through the
month of April! Make an
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The Masters
SHARKINFISTEDWATERS?

SPORTSEDITOR

HasThe Sharklost his bite? See Page9 for a lookat how
the MastersChampionshiphas eludedGreg Norman.

797-1762

sports@statesman.usu.edu

TheBigCatIS USU wins two straight against SUU
backagain
•

AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

Monday night may have
been the beginning of a
Cinderella Story
USEY HOBSON

Sports Editor

If the sporting world is made of
Cinderella stories, then Andres
Galarraga was made for the sporting
world.
After all, it doesn't get more
Cinderella than Galarraga·s performance on opening night at Turner
Field in Atlanta. The Big Cat did it
all. from a game saving catch to a
game winning 400-foot home run to
center field - all this after missing
the entire 1999 season because of a
cancerous tumor in his back.
"I'm really excited. It's like a
movie," Galarraga told the Associated
Press. "lt's something really special.
There are no words to say how happy
I am:
Galarraga, who will turn 39 before
the end of the season, is returning
from something few athletes his age
have had to endure. When he
learned of the cancer in the spring of
1999. it wasn't just career threatenjng
news the doctors were telling him. it
was life-threatening. Many people
never expected Mm to play again,
and many more never expected him
to return to his 1998 form when he
hit .305 with 44 home runs and 121
RBI.
·rt was perfect," teammate Greg
Maddux told the Associated Press
with regards to Galarraga's Cinderella
comeback. "But it's kind of corny. You
say it's not going to happen, and it
does. It's sort of coot.·
Cool? It was cool all right, but
there may be some better words to
describe it, like scripted, fairy tale.
dramatic and unbelievable.
Until Galarraga's blast in the sixth
inning off of Colorado Rockie pitcher
Pedro Astacio, the Braves had only
two hits. When the Big Cat ripped
Astacio's 1-0 pitch over the fence, the
42,255 fans at Turner Field gave
Galarraga his third standing ovation
of the game, and remained on their
feet until he stepped out of the
dugout and tipped his helmet to
them.
While it was Galaragga's bat in the
bottom of the seventh inning that
won the game, it was his glove work
in the top of the inning that saved it.
After Maddux intentionally walked
Bret Mayne to load the bases, Astacio
hit a line drive down the baseline.
Galarraga, who robbed Todd Helton
of a base hit earlier in the inning,
dove to his left, smothered the ball.
picked himself up and touched first
base for the final out. Had Astacio's
hit slipped through, it might have
cleared the bases.
·rt was a great thing." Maddux
said. "First he makes the great play to
save two or three runs. and then he
hits a home run to win the game.·
·1 feel really good: Galarraga said.
·1 feel really comfortable. I'm hoping
to contribute all year."
If the Galarraga of 1998 is really
back, as Monday's performance
seemed to indicate, and he does contribute all year, then we might be
watching a made-for-television movie
in two or three years called, "The
Andres Galarraga Story."
Heartwarming.

Confidence and revenge.
These two words were
likely in the minds of the
Aggies Tuesday afternoon
as they breezed to two
wins against Southern
Utah University, 8-0 and
7-4.
Sandy Taylor's two
home runs and complete
games from pitchers
Kristin Hommel and Kelly
Warner helped avenge the
Aggies' previous two losses
to SUU in Cedar City and
give them some much
needed confidence going
into a two-game series at
Sacramento State.
"They felt confident
about every part of the
game," head coach Pam
McCreesh said.
Taylor led the Aggie bats
with two almost identical
home runs to center field.
On both occasions. SUU's
Katye Gillman knocked
over the plastic outfield
fence trying to track down
the ball. Taylor was 5-for-6
on the day and also had
two doubles and one stolen
base.
"I was seeing the ball
really well," Taylor said.
USU (13-23) also dominated on the mound.
In the first game,

USUpitcher Kelly Warner (6) deliversa pitch during USU's 7-4 victory over Southern Wair in game two of Tue,day', double/reader.

Hommel (6-10) pitched a
one-hitter over five innings
as the game was shortened
by the eight-run lead
mercy rule.
Although Warner gave
up 11 hits in the second
game, she found ways to
get out of jams. In the

fourth inning, she struck
out a Thunderbird batter
looking, leaving the bases
loaded. It was one of only
two strikeouts for her all
day.
"I thrive off those situations," Warner said. ·rt
pumps me up."

The wins were particularly important because
USU wanted to show up
SUU (4-29) after losing 6-3
and 11-10 on the road to
them on March 4.
"We made a fool of ourselves (in Cedar City)."
Warner said.

"They wanted revenge,"
McCreesh said.
The 125 fans at the
LaRee and LeGrand
Johnson Field also watched
the USU offense snap out
of a two-game funk -

Jump.to_SwrEP.
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Injuriesmay have kept USU out of Nationals
LYNNETTEHOFFMAN

Sports Writer

Hopes of challenging for a spot at nationals were left
unfulfilled for the Utah State University gymnastics team.
Competing against four nationally ranked teams at the
regional meet in Minneapolis, Minn., Saturday night, the
Aggies struggled on two events.
The University of Utah won the meet with 196.325,
leaving the remaining teams in a fight for second. The
University of West Virginia narrowly edged out the
University of Denver, 195.475 to 195.45, and Minnesota
followed with 194.75. Utah State University was next with
192.950, finishing in front of Southern Utah University,
which scored 191.8.
·rt was unsettling," USU head coach Ray Corn said of
the meet. "Not undoing, but unsettling."
Just as in the Big West Championships two weeks ago. a
pre-meet warm-up injury dampened the Aggies· spirits.
This time it was freshman all-arounder Kristen Bloom,
who injured her knee while practicing a handspring front
vault. She asked to compete on bars and beam, but the
doctors arrived too late to make a decision, so Corn opted
to play it safe and pull her from the competition.
Tm glad we did though because she is sore and stiff
today," Corn said Sunday.
The seriousness of Bloom's injury won't be determined
until she meets with doctors in Logan.
"It took the wind out of our sails," Corn said, particularly on beam and floor.
For senior Christy Denson the meet was an eerie repeat
of last year's regional competition, which was held in
Logan . Both years she had phenomenal regular season
competitions, and was nationally ranked entering the
meet, but suffered uncharacteristic falls on beam. This
time she fell on her front tuck mount, which took her out
of contention for a place at nationals.
The meet began well for the Aggies. Although not spectacular. they vaulted solidly. Scores were low, but Corn said
he expected that. Denson and freshman Kristen Fargo led
the event with 9.7s, and Megan Woolstenhulme scored
9.65.
The Aggies went five-for-five on bars. Denson, ranked
second in the nation on bars, scored a near perfect 9.95,

Jump.loGYMNo\5DCS.
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USU'sTina Ellisdoes the splits in mid-airduring her beamroutine in the Spectrumearlierthis season.

•

USU
fallsto CNCC
twice1noneday
Aggies score one lone run in the two games combined
R£UB[N WADSWORTH

Sports Writer

USU secondbasemanErnie Rivers(left) appliesthe tag to a ColoradoNorthwesternrunner who

was caughtstealingsecondbase.ShortstopJaredBeckstrandbacksup the throw to second.

The Utah State University club
baseball team played a double header in complete sunshine
Monday afternoon, a sharp con trast from the near freezing temperatures and wind the team
faced on Friday night.
Head coach Ben Wolford said
Friday his team would bounce
back on Monday because he
expected better weather. The
weather was much better
Monday, but Walford's squad still
couldn't manage to defeat
Colorado Northwestern

Community College. falling by
scores of 12-0 and 17- 1.
The only bright spot for the
Aggies all afternoon was a run
scored by Jared Beckstrand in the
final inning of the second game .
"We lost because we couldn't
hit." Beckstrand said.
"We just didn 't play like a
team," Wolford said. "We had too
many strike outs. We hit the ball
right to them."
rhe Aggies went to work after
the game to improve their hitting,
starting batting practice as soon
as the post-game team meeting
ended.
"It's a rough loss," Wolford

added . "It's tough to walk away
from ."
Despite the loss, Wolford said
his team will keep going and keep
working hard.
"The game has to come from
them," he said of his players.
·There is only so much the
coaches can do. The rest is mental."
The two losses sent the Aggies
overall season record to 1-6. They
hope to improve their record
when they travel to Missoula,
Mont., this weekend to play the
University of Montana.
USU's lone victory came earlier this season against CNCC.
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GYMNASTICS
Continuedfrom Page8
leading the Aggies but finishing second
overall. Utah's Jenny Schmidt won the
event with 9.975. Tina Ellis scored
another 9.875 to help the Aggies earn
49.1 on bars.
"That put us right back into the
hunt," Corn said.
Then came beam, on which the
Aggies have struggled all year long.
USU started well. Kirra Degener, who

had struggled from time to time this
season. put it together to score 9.75. and
was followed by 9.75s from Ellis and
Porter. Kristen Fargo replaced Bloom
and performed well but received a
deduction for being under time. Nicole
Kilpatrick fell on her front somi mount,
but otherwise hit a perfect routine , Corn
said. Denson was unable to hold on to
her front somi mount.
Corn said he felt as if nothing he
could say would comfort Denson.
"I just thanked her for her four years
of commitment to Utah State," Corn
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said. "There was nothing I could do
except thank her."
Denson pulled herself together and
showed her competitive nature. She led
her teammates on floor and opened
with a double layout for her first pass.
But the Aggies were forced to count a
fall on floor, when Stephanie Huff and
Erin Maguire each fell.
With eight-tenths deductions on
beam and a fall on floor, the Aggies
couldn't pull past the tough competition.
"The end has come too soon," Corn
said.
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USUcatcher
Breanne
Nickle

blocksa
pitch in the
dirt during
the second
game of
Tuesday's
doubleheader
at Johnson
Field.The
Aggies won
bothgames
Tuesday,
improving to
13-23 on the
season(10
games below
.500). Utah
State is on
the roadthis
weekend,
playing
Sacramento
State on
Saturday
and Sunday
afternoon.
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Continuedfrom Page8
something the Aggies needed badly
going into this weekend road trip at
Sacramento State University.
·our team hit the ball amazing(ly)
well today," Hommel said.
The Aggies had 15 runs on 22 hits .
Over the previous 12 games, USU had
been averaging only one run a game.
·our bats are finally starting to come
alive," Taylor said.
It didn't take long for the team to
snap out of it either.
Taylor knocked in two with her seventh home run of the season. Then the
middle of the line-up came through.
Breanne Nickle doubled, and Eva
DeJarnette singled before Danielle
Rodriguez beat the first baseman to the
bag to score Nickle.
Hommel whipped through three more
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Thunderbird batters (she retired SUU's
first eight batters) in the top of the second. and Utah State piled three more
runs.
Taylor knocked in Markean Neal on a
single up the middle to give the Aggies a
4-0 lead. That was followed by RBI singles from Nickle and Dejarnette.
In the third inning, Neal doubled and
scored, following Aimee Johnson for
USU's seventh and eighth runs. Heather
Curtis and Stephanie Vasarhely knocked
in the runs. respectively.
Although the Thunderbirds had the
lead early in the second game, the Aggies
were not worried.
"They knew they were going to win,"
McCreesh said.
Utah State quickly recovered from the
first inning 1-0 deficit as Taylor again
drove in two runs on a home run.
Vasarhely was rewarded for beating out
the throw at first as she scored off
Taylor's blast.

The top of the USU order struck
again in the third inning as Taylor doubled-in Curtis. Vasarhely and Taylor
would also score in the inning for a 5-1
lead.
The Thunderbirds made things interesting when they capitalized on some
questionable first base calls. Kelly
Grundy's three-run with two outs closed
the gap to 5-4.
But again, the Aggies responded.
Aimee Johnson batted in Neal and
Rodriguez with a little blooper over first
base to extend the USU lead to three
runs.
In the final inning, Neal's diving catch
in the infield clinched the win for USU.
Neal was filling in for Tiffany Pugmire
who was accidentally kicked sliding into
second for her 12th steal on the season.
McCreesh said the only injury Pugmire
sustained was a headache, and she
expects her to be ready to go Saturday
against Sacramento State .

Norman always has masters on mind
"I haven't played in front of that type of
emotion ever in my life," he said. "The 13th
hole will be deeply etched in my mind until
the day I die, and I'll probably still have it,
wherever I'm going."
He could feel the energr slip inside the
ropes and try to force his bal away from trouble and into the hole . It's part of the Masters
mystique that seemed to work for Nicklaus in
'86 and Crenshaw in '95.
It never works for the Shark.
"It's a shame he hasn't won it," Tiger
Woods said . "It's tough to imagine going
through something like that and keep coming
back again and again and again. It's a credit
to what kind of person he is."
What kind would that be? A glutton for
punishment? Resilient? A dreamer?
Norman tends to forget that three holes
after the roars cascaded around the 13th
green last year, Olazabal had three-stroke
lead and was able to glide up the 18th fairway
for his second green jacket - two more than
Norman owns.
He is more likely to soak up the beauty of
the azaleas behind the 12th green than
remember he lost a ball in them last year in
the third round.
"People like to talk about the bad things,"
Norman said. "I flood myself with memories
of the good shots. Sure, I can think about the
great shots that have happened against me
because they were great shots.
"I don't ever let the negative energy of this
place come in and try to pollute my mind ."
Norman is back again for his 20th start in
the Masters. At 45, he expects to have a realistic chance in the next eight majors . One
more win, especia lly a major in America,
might finally be enough to give Norman his
due.
"I view him as a great player," David
Duval said. "Everyone looks at him and
thinks he should have won 10 to 12 majors.
He put himself there so many times he almost
made it look routine . But it's not that easy.
"When you're there so many times, a lot of
people wonder what went wrong. I'm not sure
there is anything wrong."
Norman dominated golf for the better part
of two decades. During one stretch, he was in
the top 20 in 14 consecutive majors.
Unfortunately, he is remembered more for
the majors he didn't win than the dozen
majors in which he contended on Sunday.
And that might be a greater injustice than get ting locked out of the Champions Locker
Room at Augusta.
Doug Ferguson is a sports columnists for the

AssociatedPress.
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Gold is one
of the sports
photographers on
staff, and
just one
more reason
to read the

ON THE FRINGE/ DougFerguson

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) The Champions
Locker
Room at Augusta National
Golf Club is still off limits
to Greg Norman, and
probably always will be.
His fifth chance to win the
Masters might have been
his last.
A year ago, he looked to the heavens when
his 30-foot eagle putt dropped on the 13th
hole Sunday and gave him a one -stroke lead,
which lasted as long as it took Jose Maria
Olazabal to make a 25-foot birdie on top of
him.
The rest of the script wrote itself, because it
always does .
Tom Weiskopf holds the record with four
runner-up finishes in the Masters without winning, but think of the Augusta bridesmaid and
a Shark swims into view.
The fin cuts back and forth more slowly
now than his first Masters 20 years ago, but it
still propels him down Magnolia Lane for
another crack at the prize he treasures the
most.
He hasn't won since his own tournament in
Australia two years ago. Go back to the World
Series of Golf - a tournament that no longer
exists - to find his last victory in America .
And yet, hope springs eternal at Augusta.
"When I come in here, I feel very good
about my chances," he said. "Whether it's
Jack Nicklaus, who's won six times, or myself,
who has never won it, we all want it.
"I feel good here," he said. "It's heaven."
It's been hell to watch.
In 1986, needing only a par on the 18th
hole to get into a playoff with Nicklaus, he
bombed his approach over the green and
made bogey. Norman led all four majors after
54 holes that year - the Saturday Slam - but
won only the British Open.
A year later , the green jacket appeared to
be his until Larry Mize holed a 140 -foot chip
on the second playoff hole for a victory that
was even more stunning than when Bob Tway
holed a bunker shot on the 72nd hole to win
the PGA Championship just eight months earlier .
In '95, Norman needed a birdie on the
17th hole for a chance to make a run at Ben
Crenshaw. With a sand wedge in his hands,
he couldn't get close.
Then there was 1996, the cruelest of them
all, the year Norman squandered his sixstroke lead after only 11 holes and went on to
finish five shots behind Nick Faldo .
By the time last year rolled around,
Norman was a sentimental
favorite at
Augusta.
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Callbacksby invilafiononly, Wednesday,April12,
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WINNERS OF THE USU 2000
CREATIVE WRITING CONTEST
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GRADUATE FICTION
lot place : *Hard Running"
Rand Marshall
Theory and Practice of Writmg

2 .. place : "The Day Johnny P. Found Jesus•
Shanan Ballam
English /Theory and Practice of Writing
UNDERGRADUATE FICTION
lot place: "$man•
Leslie Thompson
Public Relations
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2•• place: "Eve and Her Bones'
"Why Jesus Walked on Water'
"On the Ferry from Galveston•
Shanan Ballam
English

'i'

UNDERGRAD POETRY
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l•• place : "The Danger of Empty Dreams in a One -Horse Town" ,j\
'A Mellow Drama"
"A p ocm ,,or c razy Horse (Across the Great Divide)
.
Qumn Grover
English/Professional
Writing

"Silent Tears for Tyler'
Emily Proctor
English Professional Writing
3rd place:

GRADUATE NON-FICTION ESSAY
l"' place : "Legacy"
Rand Marshall
Theory and Practi ce of Writir,g

2 .. place : 'Traveling to Capitol Reer
'Home from Goblin Valley"
.
'With My Roommate, Fernanda,
Adrienne Platero
English
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UNDERGRADUATE NON-FICTION ESSAY
l•• place : "Two Men, One Headstone"

in the Dunes•

• Things Folding In"
'In the Shadow of the Bison•
"The Tomb"
Nicole A Grotepas
English/ Literary Studies
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Benjamin Wilson Call
Agricultural Education
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GRADUATE POETRY
l•• place ' 'A Way to Live"
"Perchance to dream•
"Wood Boat•
Michelle Parkinson
English

Chris Plunkett
Watershed Science

2"' place : "Little Lumps of Misery"
Pete Gomben,
Forest Resources
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2•• place "The Bridge Burner'
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Please join us for a reading of the
1st place winning entries
7:00 pm, April 6, 2000 at
CHAPTER TWO BOOKS
130 N. 100 E. Logan
refreshments

served ~ everyone

Read the winning

submissions

invited
at

http ://english.usu.edu/cwc2000/cwc.htrnl
or through the link at
http://english.usu.edu
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AppleSolutionsfor
HigherEducation

WASHINGTON (AP)- The judge
abuse of its monopoly power, and to
overseeing Microsoft's antitrust case
rectifying its unlawful attempt to
must now decide what punishment to
monopolize the Internet browser market."
mete out: Slice the software giant into
Baby Bills? Impose a hefty fine? Force
The options before Jackson range
Microsoft to reveal its secret software
from breaking up the company that
code to rivals?
made founder Bill Gates a billionaire to
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield
ordering Microsoft to change its busiJackson will spend the next few months
ness tactics.
trying to determine the best way to craft
Among the milder options: prohibita remedy that won't hamper the compa- ing Microsoft from using price as a way
ny's ability to innovate in an industry
to punish clients who deal with comchanging at warp speed
petitors and forcing the company to
Unlike the judge's ruling Monday - a relinquish control of the first screen
sweeping verdict that handed
most people see when
the government a powerful
they turn on their combut anticipated victory after
The drastic is the puters. Microsoft also
nearly two years of legal
could be ordered to
most effectiveand license, if not completely
wrangling - the punishment
Jackson will dispense is uncersurrender. the lucrative
the most
tain. He will hold hearings to
blueprint, the so-called
explore the options, taking
"source code," for its
conservative
into consideration recommenWindows software.
approachto
dations from Microsoft, the
While the government
Justice Department and 19
reportedly
its
dealingwith a pursuit of adropped
states involved in the case.
company
'The dilemma for the
breakup during recent
monopoly.'
judge and for the Justice
settlement attempts,
Department is how to make
Jackson's ruling may have
• GLENNMANISHIN•
the remedy effective without
emboldened Justice attor1\JTORNf.\'
making it overly regulatory,"
neys to ask for the toughsaid Warren Grimes, an
est penalty possible.
antitrust expert who teaches law at
There are several scenarios for breakSouthwestern University School of Law
ing up the company, said attorney
in Los Angeles.
Glenn Manishin, who helped write a
Joel Klein, who heads the Justice
study for a prominent trade association
Department's antitrust division, offered
that endorsed a divestiture. The judge
few hints at what remedy the governcould split up Microsoft into companies
ment would seek, other than one "that
selling separate products, such as
will protect consumers, innovation and
Windows software and Internet content,
competition by putting an end to
or break it into several "Baby Bills" or
Microsoft's widespread and persistent
"Mini-Microsofts" each with identical

Dr. Anderson began college teaching in 1984. His specialty is
incorporating multimedia in teaching and in student assignments.

Apple's New OS 9 and Upcoming OS X
See the latest release OS 9, and get a peak at OS X.

Desktop Video with iMac DV and iMovie
See and hear how easy it is to create classroom digital video .

Wireless Solutions with iBook and Airport
Set up a wireless network with Apple 's AirPort.

Wednesday April 5, 2000
Taggart Student Center Room 335
lp.m. - 2:30p.m.
Computer Solutions Center
Computer Center room 135 Monday - Friday 8:00a.m.-4:30p.m.
435-797-3357
http://opie.usu.edu/~csc/index.html

Free Tax
Service

First Floor Merrill Library
VITA:
Help filling out forms
Tues 3:30-5:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
Thurs 3:30-5:30 pm
Sat 1:00-4:00 pm

Library Tax Assistant:
Preparing to meet with VITA
Mon 1:30-5:30 pm
Tues 9am-12 pm
4:30-5:30 pm
Thurs 9 am-12 pm
Sat 12:30-4:30 pm
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Joseph Needham
"Man in the Window"
If you arc walk111µ b) S.I, Needham Jeweler, . lool for the "111,111
in
the window." We have put our head gnld,11111'1.Joseph l'.ccdham.
where everyone can ,cc him . Jo,cph ha, ~en working a1 the
Jewelry ~nch ,in,·c a~e U. and ~t aj!c 21 he ,pent lime ,n San
lram:isc.·o h:a1n111~l~\cr. mnn.: from m~t,tl·r 11:wl"lr) di:s1,gn~r, &
gukhmith,; f\o\\,. \\ tth hr, dc,k in lh<.:,,1111..I()\\,
Jo~cph 1s offl'ring a
same duy ring 'iitin~ ,l'n 1cc. Bring thl' rinf 111hy noon and it ,,:ill
he completed I>, (,:00 µuarantccd 01 11 " l·' l{EE! So . h, mg ) ou,
rm!! 10 thc .. m,in 1n till.·\\ indn\,.··

Middleof the Block,
11 the s,gn of
the Clock

The UtahStntesmm1WORLD & NATION Wednesday,April 5, 2000

Judge looks to punish Microsoft

Presenter: Larry Anderson, PhD.

All forms available first
floor Merrill Library or:
www.ir_s.gov
and
ftp.1rs.gov
"'- L,
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DiCaprio
raisescontroversy CBS
prizespecial
wadesintomurky
after15minutes
withClinton watersof corporate
convergence
NEW YORK(AP)- Was Leo·s interview with Bill
planned, or not?
ABC News and the White House have different
versions of whether Leonardo Dicaprio came last
Friday expecting to conduct a sit-down interview ·
for the network with President Clinton.
The White House insists that rncaprio's inter•
view was requested weeks earlier and his questions
submitted a day ahead.
But the network denies that the 25-year-old
actor was
meant to play the role of a TV journalist
whenhe taped. a segment for an upcoming ABC
News special on the environment.
"Our expectation all along had been that this
would be a walking tour to observe some recent
changes - the 'greening' of the White House," A'BC
spokeswoman Eileen Murphy said Tuesday. "Allof
our conversations with the White House were
about a casual walk-through tour with President
Clinton. not a sit-down interview,"
Then on Friday,Murphy said, dinton unexpectedly offered DiCaprio a sit-down interview instead.
During their conversation, which lasted about 15
minutes, Clinton discussed his policy on global
warming and other environmental issues.
Back at ABC News. there was disc.ontent when
staffers heard that a movie star had been given this
plum of a newsgathering assignment
.
Murphy said ABC News chief David Westin, .
who learned about the intemew after the fact,sent
an e-mail Saturday assuring his colleagues that "all
roles of journalist must be played by journalists."
"No one is that stupid" as to send DiCaprio to
conduct a presidential interview for ABC News.
Westin wrote.
But White House deputy press secretary
Jake
Siewert disputed this account Tuesday.
Siewert said the interview request was submitted in February and that ABC News indicated it
was "Leonardo DiCaprio that would ask the questions."
Murphy countered, "We're going to have to
agree to disagree on this one." She added, "In the
end, you should really judge us by what we put on
the air."
And according to David Westin's e-mail. when
the special airs on or around Earth Day, April 22,
DiCaprio's White House footage may end up in the
recyclingbin .

TRANSPLANT
Continuedfrom Page2

Asstudentsare an integralpart of
Census2000,USUHousingand the census
effortare combining
to givestudentsan
incentive,
and an extensionoftime,to
returntheirCensuspackets.
Studentscan turn theirCensuspackets
in to the Lundstrom
HallStudentCenteron
Thursday,
April6, from11 until2 and
geta FREEAGGIE
ICECREAM.
Packets
can alsobe turnedin to the Junctionon
Friday,fro 11-1

DoYour
Part
tohelp
CENSUS
2000

products.
"The drastic is the most effective and
the most conservative approach to dealing with a monopoly," Manishin said.
The alternative is a set of court-enforced
provisions that rarely curb behavior
effectively, he said. Such an injunction,
Manishin said. would be a "black hole of
judicial regulation."
"Black holes suck up everything
around them - it would suck up all the
resources of the Justice Department, all
the time of the judge, and all the competitors would be focused on one courtroom in Washington where they would
run when they had a complaint about
Big Brother Bill,"he said.
Jonathan Zuck, president of the
Association for Competitive Technology.
a pro-Microsoft group , said the idea of
breaking up the company is "clearly universally recognized as ludicrous."
'The whole point of a remedy is it's
supposed to do some good. It's not
meant to be punitive," Zuck said. "So no
matter how mad the (plaintiffs) may be
at Microsoft, remedies are supposed to
create a better environment."
Grimes acknowledged that a company breakup may not ride well with the
public. whose opinion may be a factor to
Jackson, but it may be the easiest way to
enforce antitrust laws.
"Once it's broken up, you don't need
to supervise it anymore because you just
have competing companies," he said.
"Whereas, if you try to use behavioral
sanctions that have to be monitored.
you end up with the potential for a lot
of government supervision of
Microsoft's behavior, and no one wants
that."

a "power grab."
"Is this bureaucracy up
here equipped to make these
decisions?" asked Rep.
Michael Bilirakis. R-Fla.. the
bill's chief sponsor. "Do we
want politics determining life
and death matters? I think
not."
Supporters of the current
system also argue that states
would have little incentive to
encourage organ donation if
the organs were being
shipped to other states.
"If the fruits of your labor
are going to be sent to another part of this country, that
increases the chances that
you won·t work as hard," said
Democratic Rep. Thomas
Barrett of Wisconsin. where
donation rates are high and
the state has sued HHS to
stop the new transplant regulations .
Congress has intervened
in this emotional battle
before , keeping the HHS reg-

NEW YORK (AP)- On an
upcoming CBS entertainment
special with Leeza Gibbons. creators of the Web portal iWon.com
will give away $10 million to a
lucky person who has used the
service over the past few months.
What most viewers won't be
aware of is CBS's prize: a halfhour of prime-time exposure for
an Internet company in which it
owns a majority stake.
The "iWon.com Annual S10
Mi11ionGiveaway" special is the
latest example of how the murky
waters of convergence affect television networks. which are just
one part of huge media companies in the new wired world.
CBS contends the April 15 special is like "Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire" with a prize 10 times
bigger. Others smell something
different.
"This is clearly a commercial
for a CBS investment and it needs
to be labeled as such," said Jeffrey
Chester, executive director of the
Washington-based Center for
Media Education.
CBS Corp. invested $30 million
last fall in an Internet startup,
ere Bulldog Inc., which created
iWon.com. It is a portal that provides links to other Web services,
a direct competitor to the wildly
successful Yahoo! site.
iWon.com·s gimmick is dispensing prize money to people
who visit the site, with $25 million of CBS's investment to be
used for that. Periodic prize giveaways have already occurred as
cut-ins on CBS shows like
"Touched By an Angel" and "60
Minutes II." All indications are
the strategy has succeeded;
iWon.com is one of the Internet's

ulations on hold for nearly
two years.
In the meantime,
Congress ordered the
Institute of Medicine to
study the system. In its
report, the institute recommended that HHS assert
more oversight over the
transplant system. It also
backed up the core of the
HHS regulation, recommending that the geographic barriers be broken down.
Opponents of the legislation repeatedly cited that
report as they argued that
Congress should not strip the
HHS of its authority.
"It turns those decisions
over to a private bureaucratic organization, which in the
end has no real accountability to taxpayers," said Rep.
Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio .
The Justice Department
has said giving control over
legally enforceable policy to a
private group may be uncon sti tut ion a I.
Opponents also object to
provisions that limit the
amount of data about hospi -

fastest-growing sites.
The $10 million live television
giveaway, on the day taxes are
due, is the culmination of the
campaign.
"This show is tremendous for
us," said Bill Daugherty, founder
and co-chief executive of ere
Bulldog. "Everyone talks about
convergence in the industry that
it has become a buzzword that is
meaningless. Here we've done it
in an opposite way. We've taken a
site that is 100 percent Internet
and gone backwards to traditional
media."
Critics like Chester believe this
type of convergence erodes the
public's confidence in what they
are watching.
ABC took heat last month for
airing segments on "Good
Morning America" with the sockpuppet spokesman for Pets.com.
without revealing that ABC's parent Walt Disney Co. bought a 5
percent stake in the Web site a
month earlier. NBC has also
bought half of the World
Wrestling Federation's new
"extreme" football league and
agreed to broadcast its games on
prime time.
Chester said the Federal ·
Communications Commission
should establish rules requiring
disclosure of business relationships that affect programming
like the "iWon.com Annual $10
Million Giveaway."
"This is not an entertainment
show," Chester said. "This is more
of an infomercial. It should be
labeled as an infomercial for the
company. This is a problem that
we're going to have to face in this
frenzied advertising and content
world that we have created."

tal performance that must be
made public and make it difficult for the HHS to choose
an alternate contractor to
run the system.
The HHS regulations took
effect last month, and the
transplant network is now
working on a new policy for
distribution of livers, which
have engendered the greatest
controversy.
Meanwhile. the House
declined to nullify state laws
passed in Louisiana, Texas
and Wisconsin that bar
donated organs from crossing
state borders unless there are
no medical matches inside
the state .
The transplant world has
been consumed by the
intense argument over distribution policy for two years .
Shalala said she hopes the
Senate will find a compromise . The House vote, she
predicted, will ultimately be
seen as "an unfortunate footnote to larger good-faith
efforts that are under way to
achieve the best organ transplant system possible."

0BUCHI
Continuedfrom Page2
official in the LDP, has a reputation as a conservative,
and analysts said he would
come under considerable
pressure to continue
Obuchi's initiatives .
Obuchi was being kept
alive on a respirator in a
Tokyo hospital, where he was
reportedly joined by his wife
and three children and his
brother. Officials said it was
clear he would not be able to
resume his duties.
After two days of keeping
a tight lid on information
about Obuchi's condition or
the possibility of replacing
him, the government sought
Tuesday to quickly move
through the formal process
for a successor.
The Cabinet resignation
was the first step. Next , LOP
members in Parliament are
to vote Wednesday morning
on a party president to
replace Obuchi, LDP officials
said .
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NOM1 CHOMSKY,Al.frnOR.1992:

"Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise, we
don't believe in it at all."

EorrORIN CHIEF

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu
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OH, DON'T
WORRY
you'LL PAY E.Y~NTUALLY.

Average
annual salary of
a publicist in
New York City,
an 8.5 percent
increasesince
last year.
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Average
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for a New York
City schoolteacher,a 5.6
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--------Student
apolog izes for
fake letter

43.9

percent

Tothe
EDITOR

given and I feel some clarifications are needed.
Ms. Warren implies that on
Saturday groups were rallying to
support
the passing of the
Act. In fact, the Wilderness Act was

Wilderness
passed in 1964.
The act established a new designation, Wilderness
This letter is written in apology and for the purpose of clarifying an earlier letter published in Areas, for qualifying public lands. Lands qualifying
for Wilderness designation are "areas of undevelMonday's Statesman.
oped land that retain their pr imeval character and
The letter signed by Ryan Anderton was actually
or
written by me. It was a joke that I had _ori~inally influence , without permanent improvements
human
habitation."
believed to be funny. However , I now realize It was
Once a piece of land is designated "it is protected
careless and distasteful. I apologize for having used
the Statesman to satisfy my own personal agend~, and managed so as to preserve its natural condition."
and defame my friends and to anyone else who 1s This protection and management does not allow the
use of any mechanized device. This means no motor
offended by my actions .
•UNITEDPRESS
I must clarify that Ryan Anderton is not gay. My vehicles, no chainsaws and no mounta in bikes
among other things. Mining is also not allowed in
INTERNo\JlONAL•deepest apologies.
Wilderness Areas.
In writing an article about Wilderness Areas it is
Phill Shaw
important to properly define ~~~t constitutes a
Wilderness Area and what actIvIt1es are allowed
LETTERS
The Statesman also apologizes for any misunderthere. Not doing so contributes to the large amount
standings which may have been caused by the pubLengthfhou/d bt:
of
confusion that already exists about Wilderness
. fishing of the fetter s;gned bf ~yan Anderton. T~~ letlimitt'd(o~5()tµ0r,t-f,
. ~
ter was in fact written by · Ph,// :Jhaw. To venfy the Areas.
All Mlttrsmay beshortPeople need to understand what is allowed so they
authenticity of letters to the editor in the future , they
ened,edi led or rejected must include first and last name of the author, stu- don 't break the law in ignorance. It is also important
for rt'l1sons
cf good taste, dent ID number, phone number and student e-mail
for people to understand the facts about Wilderness
redundancyor vol11me address (not other off-campus e-mail providers).
before they decide what side to take in the great
debate over Utah Wilderness.
of similarlettttrs.
Thank you.

New York
City public
school children
at or above
grade level in
reading by the
third grade.

About

No anonymousIdlers
will be publishetf.

Jared Sterzer
editor in chief

Writersm11slsign nl/
letters,with phone
numbernnd student
numl>t'T
clmrly slnled.

Colum n should deal
with issues

Lelfersreprt'St'nling
grou~- or morethan
oneindividual- must
Juwea singutar repreSt'n tntiveclenrlysinled,
with nil nece~"llry
JD
and information.

In rebuttal to "Democratic answers for Ohio" written in one Kade's Korner, and his cunning attempt to
once again transcend his political beliefs not by
telling his readers why his views are cor:ect but by
slandering the Democratic Par!y an~ telling us_why
only one person is a poor choice I find rather ignorant coverage.
Now let's discuss where George W. Bush stands
on a few issues, since issues are what affects all of us,
the people .
Issue #1: The environment. It would appear that
Bush is greatly concerned about it since his state is
the #1 polluted state in the country and has not made
much effort to correct the problem.
Issue #2: Sex Education. Much like the divine
intelligence of this state's conservative nature all
children will be left in the dark about sex, pregnancy
and diseases. That way the rest of the nation can,
with enough ignorance, have a teen pregnancy rate
as high as Utah.
Issue #3: The death penalty. For a state (Utah) that
is so against murder, you know that whole " Thou
shalt not kill issue" that many of you profess to
believe in, Bush has many supporters, and has racked
up many dead people in Texas.
.
Finally Issue #4: Homosexual rights. '.ou know,
human rights. It appears Mr. Bush believes they
shouldn't have any, and believes they should not
have any special rights protecting t_her:i from hate
crimes acted out by imbalanced, pre1ud1ced people.
If any of you agree with this j_ust_remember Gov_ernor
Boggs and a certain exterm inatIon. or_
der he signed
legalizing hate crimes against a maionty of the people in this state.
Remember all men are created equal and have
the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness ,
which if I remember right was signed by one Thomas
Jefferson.
.
In closing, Kade, for once try ~o deal with the
issues at hand. They are what are important. Issues
are what make a country progress or digress. If you
actually think that one politician is more honest than
the other you are more ignorant than I thought.

Writ,n, mus/ wait 21
days 1,efare
s11bmilling
s11cces:<ive
ldlttrs - no
e:rct'ptions.
Lett,m;can bellllnd
delillt'Tt'<f
or mailedto
77,eSl11/e,.1rvmin the
TSC 319, or can be
e-nllliledal
tditm@

staresman.usu.tdu
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Richard Timothy
Jennifer Scarry-Garthwaite

Clarifi cation needed on
wilderness area arti cle
As I read Jessica Warr en's article in Monday 's
Statesman "Wilderness Groups Join Forces in Rally to
Save Utah Land," I was appalled at the information

Michael Mills

All j ustifi cati on aside ,
homo sexuality is wrong
First and foremost, I would like to state that I am
not a person who feels it is necessary or acceptable
to seek out and cause hurt or harm to homosexuals.
This solves nothing. And contradictory to the objectives of the individuals who practice this, it only fuels
the fire of the gays, and strengthens their conviction
to go out and push for special treatment.
I will however state that I am very opposed to
homosexuality. Using the excuse that " well, it ' s OK
for me to have gay sex because some chimps somewhere in some remote part of the world have homosexual tendencies" is the biggest load of crap I have
ever heard.
We are not a lower species. If we are going to
operate under this logic , we might as well say that _it
is all right to have sex for thre~ stra1ght_days and die
of exhaustion because there Is a species of mouse
that does this. Or, how about I go and find a nice
female, have sex with her, and then let her eat me,
because the praying mantis practices this .
No matter how much you try and justify homosex uality, it is wrong. The_fact that homosexuals try to
justify it only proves this .

Dan Boudrero

Bible does not j ustify
homosexuality
In past years, the campus homosexuals have us~d
many means of manipulation and propaganda in
order to win support for their cause. They have even
attempted to use the Holy Bible to justify their sins.
A recent letter to the editor claimed that homosexuality was a God-given trait with which certain individuals are born.
After reading this , I was puzzled . I seem to have
remembered that the Holy Bible condemned homo sexuality. I opened my Bible to Leviticus 18:22, and
there it was : "Thou shalt not ' lie with mankind, as
with womankind: it is abomination. " Other verses
worth noting are Romans 1 :27, 1 Cori_nthians ~:9 ,
Jude 1 :7 and 1 Timothy 1:10, all of which describe
homosexuality ;is an improper form of expressing
one's sexuality.
.
With this in mind, I find it hard to believe that a
loving and kind God would create individuals who
are homosexuals, and then at the same time condemn homosexuality.
It just doesn't make sense. Since I ~elieve in a loving and kind God , and believe the Bible , _I t~e:efore
do not believe the notion that God makes ind1v1duals
homosexuals .

BrycePetersen

As I "manipulated"
out of its
watched
money .
General
"That pretty conference
Conference center is built from nothing
this week- but money
that 's been
end I could squeezed and manipulated
not
help
from members who can' t
but think
afford that 10 percent ," they
of some- said .
thing I had recently read .
Campaign adv i sers for
"In th;it ghastly moment
valley bishops are scramwhen
the Aztec
priest
bling to get the public back
ripped open his living victim
on their side . Delmage conon the stone of sacrifice he trol is out in f ull force.
must often have felt the conPolitical spin doctors are
vulsive beats, made huge working overt ime on this
with panic, of the heart torn one. Maybe not, but here's
hot and steaming from its my spin.
crypt. Did his fingers, even
Turn on the TV, wa l k
as the last shrieks fell to down the street, close your
silence in the unfolding
eyes, whatever , you can 't
dawn around
him ever escape a catchy j ingle or a
linger in awe and wonderbright picture telling you to
ment on that throbbing
spend money on something
organ as he executed his you don 't need. It's the
horrible design?"
American way.
Our rituals are boring.
Who exactly is th is perThe entire
worldwide
son talking about? Poor
Mormon community gathers orthodontist
Mormons
twice a year to hear sooth- forced to " make do" with a
ing old men speak of the $200,000 house in a secludawe and wonderment of the ed North Logan neighbormodern
world,
caution
hood rather than buy that
against its excesses and ask home just a little higher than
the youth to "leave sloppy
anyone else on Cliffside?
dress behind."
The rite Starving
students
who ,
brings the faithful to a far rather than buying that Big
different realm than that Mac after a grueling Institute
inhabited by spectators in dance, go to bed hungry ,
Aztec society.
their bones sticking dangerThe Aztec empire was ously out of their sl<in? Little
huge at the height of its old
ladies bak i ng nine
power. It required tributes of batches of cookies for their
food and ornament from
grandchildren instead of 10?
conquered people. The peoWhile others are being
ple were happy to pay after manipulated
out of their
watching
Huatl, the tax money by the Gap, the bar,
delinquent from next door~ their girlfriend oc their crack
plummeting down the steps dealer, Mormons are being
of the Templo Mayor, his manipulated by their own
heart beating in the fingers
hearts. Which do you have
of an Aztec priest.
more control over?
I bet
nobody
slept
I don't know, but if I were
through those meetings.
an Aztec subject I would
Maybe, just to add- spice,
have been taught my lesson,
Mormons could hold special
once and for all , lon g ago .
semi-centennial
conferWith all of my recurring
ences where someone from,
sins, I appreciate the kind ,
say, Hurricane, a communigentle, manipulative chur c h
ty known for its low tithing
that lets me mess up, leave,
rates, was ritually sacrificed
fight, rebel or accept as I
on Temple Square. That pf ease.
would spread the word.
And I'd rather sacrifice
Then , members
of the for my religion than be sacChurch of Jesus Christ of rificed by it. Even if it means
Latter-day Saints would truly
nodding off a couple of
be known for good and evil
times during the rituals.
among every nation, kinGod Bless America .
dred, tongue and people.
A concerned member of
Bryce Petersen is a journalthe community
recently
ism majorand a writer for
revealed to Mormons, in the
The Utah Statesman.
Herald Journal's Sound Off
Comments can be sent to
section , that it is being
breezelybruin@yahoo.com

Democrats and
Republicans, there
is a difference
K.\DE'SKoRNER/ KadeMinchey
remember sitting
in
an
art

c Ia s s

when
I
was 14
years old
and debating with a friend
why I thought George Bush
would make a good president. I think my argument
was something like Bush is
better because he is a
Republican. I remember my
friend asking me, "do you
even know the difference
between Republicans and
Democrats?" I lied and said
"of course."
Well I didn't know the dif ference then, but because of
my interest in politics I quickly learned. Now, to understand the difference in the
political parities you have to
think a little. For, in my opinion that is the difference right
there (those who think and
those who don't).
Dave Bethers
So, allow me to create a

hypothetical situation where
one of the distinctions
between Republicans and
Democrats is obvious. That
way if you are a person that
can't decide which ideal suits
you best you will have some
information to make a political decision .
Pretend
your
father /
guardian owns a smal I business selling doughnut holes.
The gross income of his store
is $100 ,000 a year, but
through business tax he only
profits $50 ,000 a year. Your
dad also pays his one
employee $20,000 a year. So,
after everything is said and
done your dad makes about
$30,000 a year.
Now, business is doing
pretty well and your dad
would like to hire another
person to help with th e
doughnut hole production .
However , his profit margin
will not allow it.
OK, pay attention. This is
where the difference between

JumptoD1FFIRENCES,
Page12
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OnKingdeathanniversary,
familycallsattention
to conspiracy
ATLANTA(AP)- The family of the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. marked the 32nd
anniversary of his assassination by calling
attention Tuesday to a jury's recent finding that the government conspired in his
death .
Elsewhere, the life of the slain civil
right's leader was commemorated with rallies, marches and, in Virginia, the establishment of an official King holiday.
In Atlanta, Coretta Scott King helped
place a wreath at the crypt of her husband, then called attention to last
December's jury verdict in Memphis. Tenn
"This April 4, we have been blessed to
achieve a sense of closure as a result of the
trial and verdict that have revealed the
truth of the conspiracy that took his life,"
she said.
She and other family members also
announced that they have posted the
complete trial transcript on the Internet,
claiming the mainstream media has
ignored or distorted details of the court
proceedings.
The family posted the transcript
because "we owed it to Martin and we
owed it to the millions of his followers and
the nation he loved," she said. "...This one
debt, at least, we can now mark paid in

OLD
FARM
TOWNHOUSES
Now Renting Summer Contracts
PHASE2:

PHASE1:

Shared room

Shared room

SJso•
Mso•

$100•
Prtnte room
$500"

Prtnte room

Prices for the entire summer!

Contrad starts May 6 and ends August 1,, Z000
$125 deposit re!luired
for reservation.

Come by the office at 777 E. 1000 N. #MS
or call 752-7501
Office Hours 9:30- 5:30 Mon-Fri, 9:30-1:30 Sat

full."

FINALLYA JOB WITH
FLEXIBLEHOURS

Prosecutors have long concluded that
James Earl Ray acted alone in the April
4. 1968 shooting death and the Justice
Department has refused to reopen the
investigation. despite the King family's
insistence that a far-reaching conspiracy
was to blame.
In December. the Memphis jury sided
with the Kings in their wrongful death
suit against Lloyd Jowers, a former
restaurant owner who said he paid
someone other than Ray to kill King.
The family's lawyer claimed the fBI, CIA.
the Mafia and the military were
involved .
Prosecutors and historians have largely dismissed the Memphis trial. saying
the evidence was one-sided and concluding the jury's finding will have little
impact on history .
The anniversary was marked in other
cities with rallies and marches.
In Memphis. garbage collectors had
the day off in recognition of the sanitation workers· strike that prompted King's
fateful trip to that city. About 300 of the
workers marched through the streets .
In Chicago, the Rev. Jesse Jackson
joined in a rally with other religious
leaders .
And in Virginia, Gov. Jim Gilmore

signed a bill that makes King's birthday
a holiday unto itself.
The observation of his birthday had
shared the same day in January with
those of two Confederate generals.
Robert E. Lee and Thomas J. "Stonewall"
Jackson. Gilmore's legislation creates a
King holiday on the third Monday of
January and a separate holiday for the
two Confederates on the preceding
Friday. giving about 140.000 state
employees a paid, four-day holiday
weekend.
But NAACP leaders criticized Gilmore
for a separate decision Tuesday to proclaim April Confederate History Month.
"We have enough statues . school
names. Confederate museums - enough
stuff for the Confederacy, and we don't
want our tax dollars used for our disrespect." said Salim Khalfani, executive
director of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People in
Virginia.
The governor def ended his plan.
"I don't think we want to bury all the
vestiges of Virginia history, whether it is
Martin Luther King's life and his contributions to the state. whether it is Civil
War history, or whether it is other
aspects of Virginia history," Gilmore said.

Doctor:
Medical
recordsdon'tsupportSheppard
assaultclaim

- Are you tired of having to choose between
work and school?
- Do you want a job that will work around
your schedule?
> If this is what you are looking for, give us a call
at 753-1303, or stop by 22 East Center St.
and let us help you meet your financial
needs and still succeed in school.
We will even give you time off to take your tests
without any worries of losing your job.

Western Wafs is a marketing research
company, (NO SALES) that has you in mind.

lb======================:::.I

CHAPTER TWO BOOKS

CLEVELAND (AP) - A
neurosurgeon testified
Tuesday that medical records
fail to back up Dr. Sam
Sheppard's claim that he was
knocked unconscious by an
intruder who beat his wife to
death 46 years ago.
Dr. Robert White's testimony came as prosecutors
neared the end of their
defense of the state in a
wrongful imprisonment suit
brought by the doctor's son,
Sam Reese Sheppard. The
Sheppard murder case
inspired the TV series and
film "The Fugitive."
Sheppard was convicted of
murder and spent almost a
decade in prison before the

U.S. Supreme Court overturned the verdict in a
groundbreaking ruling on
the negative effects of pretrial publicity.
He was acquitted at a
retrial and died in 1970.
Sam Reese Sheppard
believes a handyman named
Richard Eberling killed his
mother. Eberling died in
1998 while serving life in
prison for another murder .
White. surgeon for the
Cleveland police, has acted
as a medical consultant to
Pope John Paul II and is the
retired head of neurosurgery
at MetroHealth Medical
Center.
His testimony contradict-

ed that of Dr. William Fallon .
another physician from
MetroHealth, who testified
earlier that Sheppard sustained serious injuries the
morning his wife died that
could not have been selfinflicted.
Marilyn Sheppard's partly
nude body was found
sprawled on her bloodsoaked bed early on July 4.
1954, at the couple's home
on Lake Erie.
Sheppard insisted a bushyhaired intruder killed his
wife and knocked him
unconscious.
Following the murder.
Sheppard was taken to a
nearby hospital run by his

family, where he stayed for
four days .
The right side of his face
was swollen and he complained of pain in his neck.
Heppard's brother. Steve,
diagnosed him as being in
shock and having a concussion.
But White. who reviewed
Sheppard's medical chart,
said he had normal responses to neurological tests.
"There's no evidence to
support either a brain or a
spinal cord injury," he said.
White said some other of
Sheppard's purported
injuries, such as numbness
in his left arm, could have
been fabricated .

DIFFERENCES

The Democrats say NO,
actually your dad isn't paying
enough in taxes. In fact, your
dad is a mean, cruel person for
not wanting to give more of his
money to the homeless. So,
since he can't mana ge his
money himself in a giving way
we (the Democrats) will take
his money and distribute it to
these poor, hom eless people.
So, your dad loses more money
on taxes and another homeless
person is given a handout and
remains homeless.
The Democrats take from
the rich and give to the poor.

The Republicans don't take,
1-iut instead let the rich and
poor get richer through a capitalistic system of having everyone work for what they have .
So, let's say that someone
offered you $2,000 a month
and a place to live for free,
would you take it? Of course
you would. Still you must
understand that money is coming from your father's pocket
now and in the future it will
come from your pocket. And
even more that free money is
propagating homelessness and
thwarting prosperity.

So, if you are a person that
thinks free money is a pretty
neat idea and this caused you
to be told you were a
Democrat some time in your
life (perhaps in high school),
don't worry, you were probably ignorant. Reread my example and think about economics
then decide. At least now you
won't make an ignorant decision.

Continuedfrom Page11

hosts

A Reading: Winners of the
· 2000 Creative Writing
Contest

Republicans and Democrats
comes
into
play.
The
Republicans say let's help your
dad out by giving him a
$20,000 tax break. That way
he will have the money to hire
another worker. Not only will
this help your dad, but it will
also give a person that didn 't
have a job an opportunity to
work and support himself/herself. This way everyone benefits.

April6, 2000, 7:00-9:00~ 130N. 100E., Logan
SHORT FICTION
POETRY
NONFICTION ESSAY

KadeMinchey's is a political
columnest for The Utah
Statesman. Comments can be
sent to kade45@hotmail.com

Refreshmentsprovided

Sponsored by ASUSU and

h()nor~
~

8161tti

s Os

Oma/
Alls

797-1775
or 24/7at797.3359

ads®cc.usu.edu
www.stJtesman.usu.edu

PLEASE NOTE
Classified
advertising
deadlines
areoneworking
day priorto the day publication
is desiredat 10
a.m.Costper submissionis 10 cents per word
$1minimum. Reduced rates for quantity
insertions
are available.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and Aggie Express are also acceptedfor
payment. Use 797-3359to placephoneads
Advertisersshouldcarefullyreadthe classified
adform, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or
classified. The UtahStatesmandisclaimsall
liabilityfor anydamagesufferedas a resultof
any advertisementin this newspaper. Tile
Statesmanhasauthorttyto edttand locateany
classified advertisement as
deemed
appropriate.

·•Fast
.

.

DESIGN
' YOU
OWN-•
NO LIMITS-

-•Great prices
•Vellum
overlays
ava(lablc.

We'll custom cl.esign
announcements
to ·
matt:h your unique
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HELP WANTED

\._,.

'

$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars
Forinfocall203-977-1720

Get in on the E-commerceboom, startmaking
moneyovertheInternetJesse563-0210

Individuals wanted to introduce,distribute,
uniqueproductlinelocallyandnationally.Very
attractive
compensation
1-800-619-4309

C!BBiPECONOMIST
FIRST SECURITY BANK

DR. KELLY MATIHEWS
The Finance Club would like to
invite you to come and meet Dr.
Kelly Mathews, Chief Economist
and Vice President,
Security Bank. He will

of

First

be speak-

ing on "The year 2000 and
Beyond" Thursday, April 6, 2000
at 3:00, old Main 225

Marketing
JobsAt IconHealth& Fitness.PositionsNeeded:SeniorandEntryLevelCopywrit
er, Seniorand Entry LevelGraphicDesigner,
Photography/Talent
Coordinator,
ProductBrand
Managerand Drafter/BoxDesigner.For more
jobinformation
, Call 750-5213and askfor An·
gelaor Oanyale.

Nicemobilehomeby Willow Parle $26,000
obo Call563-t491
Now hiring for sales associatepositionsat
OownEast
Outfitters.Bringresumeto 119East
140a Northin Logan between10 a.m.and 9
p.m.M-S.

SprinklerSupplyIs now hiringout going,sett
motivatedindividualsfor sales/imgation
design
positions
. For information
call 797-1563askfor
Brador FAXresumeto 787-1565

USU's
Student
Shopping

Center

~-~~

~·

Lost:weddingring and watch March27. On
campuspossiblybetweenthe studentcenter
andtheHPERbuilding.Pleasecall752-8599or
emailslzr4@cc.usu
.edu

1997Jeep Wrangler,lifted,wheels, CD, black
Workpart-timeto earnfull-timeincome Thisis $12,999oboaskforRachel752-3389
a new opportunrty
and concepton a product
that has been successfully
markedthroughout
the countrysince1953. ThisIs nota MLMcompany.CaUToddat 888-523-3557
Lost'1 canoepaddleInthe Bensonarea.Satur- $79,500.GreatNo. Loganlocation.3 bdrm,1
1/2bth,newcarpet& paint,
daynightMarch25. Mightbe onthe roadthatIs
Call755·5162to see.
northof the airportto HydePark. Pleasecall
563-3040
CampStaffpositionsavail. At 9111
Scoutsummercampsin NorthernU.. CampCounse
lors,
ProgramSpecialists,RidingCounselors.June -------------------------,
1- Aug.8 EOE. Callfor application
1-800-3522A.d\'l'rTiumenl
6133or seeWeb,acpgsc
.org

FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND

SUMMER IOBS

Earn$15,000this summerl
Fastgrowing,Inc. 500Company
lookingfor
20-30moresalespeople for selectlocations
acrossthenation.t st summeremployee
averageearnings1999-$15,3041
EclipseMarketing,
Inc
CallToday(800)933-2039(askfor Byron)

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans

LOANS: Direcl lender loosensits require- credit?Self-employed?
Latehousepayments?
men ts for homeowners who need money Financialproblems?Medicalb111s7
IRS liens?
now.

It doesn't mo.tier!

Have you beenturned down for a loan?
lfyouareahomcownerwithsufficient eqDo you needmore than$10,000 for any rea- uity, there's an ex.cellentchance you will
son? Are you paying more than 10%inter- qualify for a loan- usually within 24 hours
est on any other Joansor credit cards?
Youcan find out overthe phone- andfree
If you are a homeownerand answered ofchargc- 1fyouqualify. StoncCaslleHome
'yes' 10 any of thesequestions,theycan tell Loansis licensedby the Utah Departmentof
you over the phoneandwithoul obligation if Commerce
. Open7 days.
you qualify
Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344 _.
$6000per monthprocessing
govt.mortgagere- _.:.:,H!-2,
·g:.:._h:::,cr::::;ed:,::1t_::c,::ard:.;::de:::,bt:..:..?.:Lc::::ss:::..•.:::lh;::;,an;,,:•pe;,;;rt:.;;ec;,;.t;..i...
___________
fundsfrom home No experience
necessary1·
888-649-3435
ext.104

FOR SALE

12 X 70 mobilehome. Cheapfamilyhousing
close to campus
. New shed, 3 bedrooms,
MUSTSELL$14,000752-6253.

Logan1984 great mountainlocatlOll
, 2 large
bedrooms,2 baths, garden tub, large open
kitchen,New roof w/warranty$27,900 1-800478-7355
Impression
GroupRealEstate

CARS & TRUCKS

STEEL BUILDING SALE
PREMIER
STEEL
1·800•973•3366
~www.premiersteel.or~
DealershipsAvailable!LL...:J_L__J
__.

-·

1998FordExplorerXLT loaded,newtiers, like ________________________
newaverageretail$24,400mustsell $16,999.
752-3389
DL4368

1996 DodgeRam SLT Sport Extendedcab,
loaded6 diskCO, new wheelsand tires, must
seeS19,999
OBO(John)752-3389

Diabetic
Patients!
!(Typel
&Type
2)
If you have
Medicare
or Private
You may be eligible
to receive

Diabetic
supplies
NO Cost To You!

1996 Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof,6
disc CO, average retail $19.400,must sell
$15,999752-3389DL4368

Wantedhandymanwith own transportation
to
help aroundhouse,two Saturdaysa month. 1991 Ford F-1504X4 5 spd. NC, Leer Shell,
Callfor detailsleavemessage435-713•0522
carpetkrt,dualgas tanks,106~m1. Mustsee!
$7500obo787-2494

Insurance,
your:

For more
Diabetic

Toll

Free
(no

HMO

at

information
call
Supply
Program

1-888-466-2678
patients,

please)
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Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BEN MiNsoN

I

IJ

BENJAMl~CC.USU.EDU

•EVENMORECARTOONS
TOTl(l<'LE
YOU~IGTIME!!

DanGibsonG1seLeGuTs CharlieRooR1oues

EMER~ENG,Y
Left
Coast
RAEsioE

C2ooo Trbun. Medi• $4tf.-,c.s, Inc
NiAigt,u~

It was a wet Willie that went terribly wrong.
1 bedroomapartment$400, includesutil1t1es
and washer dryer, restnctionsapply 555 East
300 North,750-5056.

2 BDRMApt. $435 10th N. NS, ND, NP WO
hkup,792-6004.

Apartmentfor 2 peop'e$475/mo includesutil,tes and washer/dryer.535 East400 North,restrictionsapply750-5056

~~~:~!~;;T
i~~l~~:e~~ ~§~

Reel
to CD; $35
All duplicatecopiesS10each.
For MoreInformationCall Dave 770-2345or
Email webmaster@spectrade .com (Serving
CacheValleySince1976
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
Logan's only remanufacturerof starters and
atternators.We have our own tow truck. Call
753-1776or stopin at 303 NorthMa,n.Logan

Applicationsbeingacceptedfor summer/school
year2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr INCOMETAX PREPARATION
20°1, discount
at Brooklane,645 East900 North#1, 752-4824 for studentsCall 258-2332

CanyonTerraceApts.1 bd. apt.S440lmo.
Util incl. AC, Summer& Fall contract.Closeto
campus NS,ND, NP. $440 dep 753-6916 or
752-6661

Loseweight.Fee,Great
appetitecontrol,tonsof energy.many
plansto
choosefrom.www.al!aboutweghtloss.com

T.R. CONTRACTING
concrete,roofing.sid,ng,
framing.and remodeling.Qualitywork, student
GREATBARGAIN!$395 summer,S1995next! discount available licensed and insured 755schoolyear. Privatebedroom• mgr. at Forest 5139
GateWest,460 North400 East#40 752-1642

JEWELRY
Great student apartmentrates! School year/ Cert.tied JC Millennium cut diamonds. 88
1
summercontractsavailable. Call for spec1a
s facetsCall Joel Nelsoncollectin SLC 801-278753-8128.
5230 inelson@br.state.ut.us

Lookingfor a placeto hve?
www.hous1ng101.net...
Yourmoveoff campusl

Pri. & sharedrooms,low rates, summer& next
schoolyr.logattSludenf Renta,s.753-8683

Storageunits6X12,and 12X24fencedw/locked
gate,goodrates. J&K Storage753-0653

Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
Townhorres, 2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800 North300 West,Logan,or
call 755-6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com

. SERVICES

.

AUDIO RESTORATION& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRA DESIGN& SOUNDHave All Your
Cassettes/8 tracks/1..P's& DArs Digrtally
Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Offer the
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWrth
SonicSolutionsNo Noise& CD Pre-Mastering
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEQUIPMENT

www.com1CSpage.com

"Honestly, you amnesia patients! Don't you
remember, I cranked your bed last Tuesday."

TRAVEL
BEFLEXIBLE..• SAVESSS
Europe$249(otw+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE
!I
Hawa11
$129(o.'w)
MexicoC'aribbean
$209(ril + taxes)
can 800-834-9192
www.4cheapa1r.com
EurorailPassExperts
www.raildeals.com
Gettonsof FREEstuff·
2500discountoffers.rail map&
t1metab
e. Freenight @The PinkPalaceand
more
1-888-RAILPASS
or raildeals.com

INSTRUCTION
A labor of Love-Ch1ldb1rth
Educationand ProfessionaiLabor Support(Doula) Servicescall
Christina245-7771

BlueWaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
air station.We can take care of all your scuba
needs.Saes, rentals,and :nstruct,ons.Classes
are year round,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends! Group rates available For more
info.call 752-1793.

1

N. MAIN

LOCAN
M0N .•SAT 10·6

#C430-96,Irrigation Maintenance,$6.00/hr
#C371-00,Lab Assistant, 6.001hr
IC372-00,NaturalResourceAnalyst, 9.501hr
#C373-00,Natural ResourceTechnician,
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
#C450-94,Custodian, S5.15/hr
#C402-99,PeerAssistant, S525/sem
#C370-00,Office Assistant, $5.45/hr
#C364-00,PreschoolClassroomAide,S5.256.25/hr
#C084-00,Math Tutor ARC,$5.50/hr
#P491-90
, Housekeeper,$5.15
#C366-00, ATV Programmer/Ad Sales
Assistant, S7/hr
#C362-00,Lab Technician,$6/hr
#C363-00,Java/HTML/InternetProgrammer,
BOE
#C360-00,Web Developer,BOE
#C623-98,Salad Food Preparation,$5.15/hr
#C358-00, Undergraduate
Research
Associate,$5.50/hr
#P036-93,Lifeguard,S5.50/hr
#C356-00,DuplicationTechnician,SG/hr
#C343-00,Tutor, 9.001hr
#C034-00,Technician,S5.50/hr
#C339-00,ResearchTechnician,7.001hr
#Ct03-92,Shuttle Bus Driver,$5.751hr
#C564-98
, DataTechnician,$7.50/hr
#C317-00,ResearchTechnician,$6-10.00/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist, 5.75/h,
#C113-00,Lab Assistant, $5,15

NEW!NEW!
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
JOB
OFFERINGS

USU:Student Employment- OFF CAMPUS
JOBS
For details about off-campus jobs, see the
job board at TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Companion,
S7/hr
#0482,Custodian,$6.75i11r
#0628, Customer Service Representative,
S7/hr
#0n2, Data Entry, S7/hr
#0675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director,
S2,000fTL
#0802,Handyman,$6/hr
#0771,Office Work,S7/hr
#0768,Party Coordinator,$6/hr+com
#0770,Cook, $6.SOnir
#0727,Lab Technician,6.50i11r
#0769,On Campus Representative,
#0765,Receptionist,S7/hr
#0401,Office Cleaning,$6i11r
#0767, Summer Swimming Instructors,
SG/hr
#0766, Outdoor Adventure Team Leaders,
BOE
#0764,Yardwork,S7i11r
#0763, Summer Stories Series Intern, USU
credtt
f0762, Day Ca!llP Instructor, $100/wk .. ,
#0212,HO\JS4lWOrll,
SS.15
#0585,Manager& Servfcerof Vaccuums,
#0411,Part-time Account Manageror Sales
Person,$7-9i1lr
#0759,DaycareProvider,$8,5-10/hr
#0760,Billing/Accounting Associate, $6/hr
#0928,Driver, see below
#0756,Umpires Needed,S10-35/gme
#0755,House Painting,5.15
#0757,AssemblyTechnician,Negotiable
#0758,Advertising Writer, Neg.
#0754,Sales Clerk, $5.50i1lr
#0752,EmroideryOperator,Negotiable
#0750,Aggregate Lab Tech,$8/hr
#0751,Location Manger,Negotiable
#0305,Youth Counselor,S7.50/hr
#0749, Babysitting, $3.00/hr
#0746,Nanny in NewJersey, Neg
#0748,Process Server,BOE
#0741,Delivery Driver,$7.00/hr
#0742,Salesperson,S175/week
#0743,Ceramic Mfg Engineer,BOE
#0745,Cleaning Person,S7/hr
#0740,Sales,designers,
#0744,ExperiencedCook, Neg
#0553,Food ServiceWorker,$6i11r
#0736,Prr Retail Sales, BOE
#0739,Sales Person, BOE
#0693,Manager,Sales,Office, Negotiable
#0732,Models, $10.001hr
#0731,Childcare,S4.50/hr
#0733, On-side apartment Manager,
Negotiable
#0734,Camp Counselor,7.001hr
#0735,BookkeeperPosttion, BOE
#0737,Sandwich Maker,Neg,
#1073,Graveyard,$5.75/hr
#0331,Merchandiser,$6.50/hr
#0952,YardWork, SG.00/hr

753-1541

For details about on-campus Jobs,see the
job board at TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/- studemp.

RADll.DHG-R0UHID,
IDECD<DNG,

DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
'Coast to
coastruns'Teamsstart42c-45c'$1,000sigi-on
borus for exp.co. drivers.Experienced
drivers
andowneroperatorst-800-441-4394.
Forgraduatestudents1-800-338-6428.
AIR FORCE.GREATcareeropportunities
availableforhighschoolgrads,ages17-27.Plusupto
$12,000enlistmentbonus1f you qualify!For an
inform
ation packetcall 1-800-423-USAF
or v,srt
www.airtorce.com.
$15-$45/HR!
Coontry'smost establishedmedicaVdenta
l b !lingsoftwarecompany
seekspeople
to processclaimsfromhome. Trainingprovided.
Must own computer
. 1-800-434-5518
ext#658
Minimum
investment
reqllred.
MEDICAL
BILLER.GREATincomepotential.Full
trainingprovided
. Computerrequired.Call T tan
toll free!888-968-7793
ext.4320

WYOMINGLAND LIQUIDATION.Incredible
opportunity- 160 acres1ust$395 dn/$395mo.
(39,995/9~1J186
months)NearCasper,Antelope
herds,nearbylake!Nocreditchecksl1-800-8775945
HI-RIB STEEL SHEETS • Popular colors.
Rooting/sid
ing 3' widex popularelengths.$1.32

1ft.Drivea little,savea lot.MetalmartLehi, Utah
800-947-0249.
200HEADCALVIEcows.Somepairs.All young
solidmouthwill sell anyamountyou pick.435462-273
t
CORRUGATED
GALVANIZED
STEELsheets.
Roofing/siding 2' wide x 8, 10', 12', 14', 16
lengths.$.68 1ft O\Jantlty
dscounts,drivea little
savea lot.Melalmart
Lehi, Utah800-947-0249
DIRECT/TV
& PRIMESTAR.
Customers
get Sall
LakeCity channelstoday!Onlywith DISH500
equipment
upgradeonly $19.95 + get $200free
programming.
Call t-800-580-2120
SAVE$$ OVERCABLE.Get$150to switchto
DISHTV. Pay less 50 channelsonly $24.98.
IncludesS.L.C.channelsWA<-JAZZ-KBYU
April
specialonly.1-800-580-2120

MODELS:
ARTMEETStashlon.Freshlooksand
newfacesfor NY/MlamVEngland,photoshoots.
bookby PaulTurner.
Information
& application
packcall305-899-5696. LOSTCAMPMEMORIES
BSACampin SouthernUtah1960's$13.00plus
Submission
deadlineApril21st.
$3.00 S&H.VillageMarketing,145 W. 400 N.
Richf,eld,UT84701
TRAVEL!FUNI SUN! ColoradoSpringsfirm
YZFred/black6k mi. Runslike
needssharpenthuSJaslic
workers.No experience 1998YAMAHA
on faclOI)'warranty,tank
necessary
. Paiddaily.Transportatior
andlodging new.2 yearsremain,n9
bagandcoverincl.$5699. Call801-250-2836
or
furnished.Hiril19bonus!Gen800-484-3885
ext.
801-809-6658
1878EOE.

STATEWIDE
ADS

FEN-PHEN/
REDUXUSERS:If you used prescriptionRedux/Fen-Phendiet drugsand sufferedheartvalvedamage,heartvalve repairor
replacement
you maybe entitledcompen,,.tion.
AttorneyCharlesJohnson1-800-535-5727

ADOPTION
ISAlovingchoiceWedreamol sharing ourlifeandlovewitha baby. Pleaseconsider
us to adopt your newborn.Expensespaid.
Carole/Artie
1-800-249-6130
.

COUPLES.WANTTHEexcitem011t
of starting
yourownhome-based
business?
WithAVONyou
can build the familybusinessof your dreams.
Let's tak .,88-942-4053
$20.00fee.

ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoption.Wal!TI,
sec4r~.lq-,;ing
homeav~ilabl~!QI:
ne~(l'l ..baby,
Pleasecallattorneyat 1-800-606-4411.
A-757

DRIVERS
GUARANTEED
PAYIIIForexperienced
van& flatbeddrivers!Regional
runs!CDLtraining FORECLOSED
HOMES.
LOWor $0 down!GOv't
available1-800-446->!051
& bankrepostieingSo'd nowlFartlaslicsavings!
Financingavailable.Locallisting.Fee. 800-501CALLFORYOURfreevideolNew3 bdl!TI2 bath
1777,ext4799.
homes,-0-downwithyourlot.Only$279a month.
($24,995
at 7.99%APR/360mos.)
1-800-242./J060 FORECLOSED
HOMESFROM $25,000,3-4
bedrooms,
directlyfromlocalbanks-homeowners.
INDUSTRIAUCOMMERCIALVEHICLESCA No brokers fees. No money down. Beautiful
#4181 (INDUSTRIAUCOMMERCIALVEHI- homes-great
areas. Free search:www.forecloCLES)
sureleads.com
UTAHS LARGESTSELECTION.
Over 100 1,2
and 3-too used medium-duty
trucks.Flatbeds, WOLFFTANNING
BEDS.Tanat home!Buydirect
vans,dumps,tractors,cab,chassis.Christensen andsavelConvnerciaV
Homeunrtsfrom$199.00.
TruckSales.PleasantGrove,801-785-3451;
800- Low monthlypayments.Freecolorcatalog.Call
785-3451
today1-800-842-1310

ADOPT
: DEVOTED
COUPLEdreamsof cherishing, nurturing
andeducating
yourbaby.Let'shelp
eachother.ExpPd.Callus,1-800-3.10-6337
CARSFROM$500!Honda,Chevy,Jeep& sport
utility. Police impoundsand repossessions
.
Currentlistings!800-941-8777,
ext.C4798
M&WPOLEBUILDINGS
: 20x30'xto',$304400;
24'x36'x10',S3920.00;30'x48'x10',$5560.00.
Stallmats4'>c6'x3/4',
$3.'l.OO.
Manyotherbuilding
sizes. Kit, built, eng,neering,financing.Free
brochure.
1-888-336-8824.
PREMIER
STEELBUILDINGS!
Senousinquirers
get bestplicein west!1-800-973-3366
www.premiersteet.org

Spring
Rose
Special

POSTALJOBS $48,323
.00 yr. Now hmng-no
experienoe-pa,d
training-great benefrts.Call for
lists,7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954
MLMTHEWAYit shouldbe! Savemoney,make
money,havefun.Eightyearoldcompany.
Newin
UT. 1-800-273-2517
tor overview,1-877-7088915for interview.
Investment
required
.

I

ARE YOU LOOKINGto make some serious
money with InternationalCorporation.Huge

OWNYOUROWN$1.00storeor chooseapparel,
shoe,ingerie,bridal,gift. Includesinventory,
fix•
lures,buyingtrip, training.Minimuminvestment
$19,900.00.
501-327-8031.
www.libertyopport
unilles.com
EXCELLENT
PROFITS.
LOGhomewholesalers.
Joinproven18 yr log manufacturer.
16kiln-dried
log stylesstarting$12,190.00
Exclusiveterritory.
Mr.Buck1-800-321-5647
OldTimerLogHomes

510MASSEYFERGUSON,
14 ft. cut. Newtires
on backand goodfront tires.Cab with cooler.
Overanin good condition.
435-637-3183

RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
#C490-98,Dishroom Worker,S5.t 5/hr
for seller-financednotes& deedsol trus~ real
#C235-00,LaboratoryAide, S5.15
estate contracts.structuredinsurancesettle#C135-91,Intramural Official, $6 to $8 per 'ments,lonerywinnings.CascadeFunding,Inc.1800-476-9644
game
Example: 12' long x3' tall railing section (posts 6' o.c.) $107.271 #C265-97, Substitute Activity Leader,
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDITwomes
maynow
S5.50/hr
qu,cklyqualityfor loans.Stonecastle's
a direct
#COS0-94,UndergraduateTeaching Fellow, lenderthatcantell yoooverthe phone-and
withS5.15/hr
outobligation!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext.374
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
TOLLFREE
FAX
OVERYOURHEADIn debt???Do you need
Teacher,Negotiable
no
#C274-91, Applied Music Instructor, morebreathingroom???Debtconsolidation,
qualitying!!!'Free consultation
(800) 556-1548.
Negotiable
.org Licensed,bonded,non#C719-95, Undergrad Teaching Fellow-- www.anewhonzon
profiVnational
co
Music Technology,$5.15/hr
#C124-92,Speech lnstructionaf Assistan~
GALV. CORRUGATED
WE PAYCASHfor the remainingpaymentson
$5.25/hr
trust deeds! Mortgages!Annuities!Lottenes!
2' Coverage
#C208-96,Tutor, S5.25/hr
'Nobodybeatsourpncing!'800-490-0731,
ext715
8' -$5" ..
#C532-98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
www.nat1ona
lcontractbuyers
.com
10'-S6"'
#C335-97,Biological Technician,$5.15/hr
12'- $8"
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
14'-$9"
#C263-95,Model {Art Classes),$8.00/hr
16' -$10"
#C620-99,ReceptionisVClerical,$5.50
#C396-93,Dispatcher,$5.60/hr
•CALL
FOR
FREE
STOCK
PRICI!
LIST•
#C10t-94, Custodian,S5.15/hr
-------r--------;
#C123-94,Custodian, $5.15/hr
M-F
• Subjectto PriorSale· #C383-00, Computer programmer/analyst,
8:00. 5:00
• FullLengthsOnly• St2/hr
'PriceCanChange• #C109-93,YETCStaff, S5.15/hr
1200E. 100S. LEHI,UT•1-800947--0249 SAT 8:30 • Noon
#C381-00,Office Assistant, SG/hr
#C382-00,Lab Techncian,SG-7/hr
#C380-00, Work in Cap & Gown Office,
S5.15/hr
#C555-98, Undergraduate
Reserach
Assistant, S5.t 51hr
#C378-00,Foresty Tech,$7/hr
#C224-99,Food ServiceWorker,$5.15/hr
#POtS-93,Writer, BOE
#Cln-oo, Cashier,$5.15/hr
#C375-00, Mechanical Drawing Detailer,
BOE
#P068-93,Custodian,SG.00
•"°'"v,
UNIVERSITY
•~'
#C433-96,FlowerTeam,6.00/hr
800. 727.5865
#C426-96,LandscapingCrew, SG.00/hr
M~
#C429-96,Mowing Operator, $6.00/hr

Buy Direct from Utah Mill & Save!!

1 Dozen Roses Arranged
.Just $29.9s
Fred's Flowers

I~ 41 North Main
'I ~ -Loga~ • 752-6242

untappedmarket.If youreallywantsuccess,lets
talk!!! M-F,Full-lime/ Part-time.
Onet,metee. 1306-955-3745.

OWNYOURLIFE!!If youare beingheldhostage
escapethe comUSU: Student Employment •· ON-CAMPUS byyourfinancesandemployer,
muteandrat raceby calling1-888-493-8888
ext
JOBS
t 298Minimalfees.

PANELING,
SIDING& MORE!

FREEPRE-APPROVAL
BY phoneon homeor
equityloans'Whenbankssay no, we say yes!
Call NewWortdMortgage,Orem,Utah, 1-800409-7547

~~
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SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
1-888-882-4645 -

(435) 528-5003

SAVE$$$ BUILD YOUR OWN SHEDS & BARNS

METALMART

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!

TWOWEEKS
IN CLA~S
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

• Earn$30,000
perYear
• NoExperience
Necessary
· • WeWill
Train
Yoo

mcHsimon
TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

DEVELOPING
UtahState
BOOKSTORE

CAREER NEWS
www .usu.edu/career

Checkout
CareerServices

at
www.usu.edu/career
GroundLevel,
UniversityInn
797-7777.

I

STATESMAN
0FACE:

IckRICH

◄

797-1775FAX:797-1760

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

~~~J .,.aclLJl.lll!llec.
Wednesday,April5

DON'T WORRY,
Tl-115 WON'T
HURT
UNTIL YEARS LATER
IN PSYCJ-4O™ERAPY.

Multicultural Cinema, 7
p.m. Old Main Room 117.

TSeminar "Rings,Cages,

Prisms and Cubes: the
Myriad Froms of Water
Clusters"Prof.Kenneth D.
Jordan, Univ.Pittsburgh,
Widtsoe Room 7.
TThe Atomic Cafe by

Thursday,April 6

Concert, 7:30 p.m. ECC
$5 or Free w/ID
T'The Roleof State Parks
in Resource-Based
Tourism in Utah" by
Courtland Nelson 7 p.m.
ECC Rooms 205 and 207

T"Areyou caught in the

h

Web?"Nancy Williams,
12:30 p.m. TSC
Auditorium
TUSU Music Dept. presents classicalguitarist
Denis Azabagicin

Friday,April 7
TDeath on Deck, a murder mystery. TSC ballroom. Ticketsare $7 with
a ResidentsClub Card or
$9 w/o.
TSpring Bar-B-Q,7 p.m.
at the Alumni House.

F.Y.I.
•We need the helpof Vegetariansand Vegansof all types
for a market research survey.It willonly take 2-3 minutes
and will help food service better understand your likes and
your dislikes.Stop by our table TSCApril 6 or email slmpp.
• Areyou wearingBeerGoggles?
Come see how you score.
April 6 in the TSC Juniper Loungefrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
•The USUFinanceClub sponsors meet Dr. Kelly
Mathews,Chief Economistand Vke President.of First
SecurityBank April 6. 3 pm. in Old Main Room 225.
•Collegeof Businessstudents interested in studying
abroad should attend an lntemationalExchange
lnfo
MeetingApril 6. 1:30p.m., 9th Floor of Bus.Bldg.
•Recovering
AlcoholicsPanel.TSCAud. April 6. 12:30 to
1:30. Part of National AlcoholScreeningDay.
• AmalitaSeminar.AlvinWhitehair,April 6, 7:30 pm. TSC
Room 332E.
• Chapter Two Bookshosts A Reading:
Wmnersof the
2CXXJ
CreativeWritingContest.April 6, 7 to 9 p.m. 130 N.
100 East Logan. Short Fiction,Poetry and Non Fiction
Essay. • Death on Deck, a murder mystery. It will be held
April 7, TSC ballroom Ticketsare $7 with a ResidentsClub
Card or $9 w/ o. Ticketsare availablein the USUTicket
officeand all area housing offices.
• FridayNight Free Dinner& Movie,"Lifeis Beautiful"
6:30 p.m. at the Faith & FellowshipCenter, 1315E. 700

Everyonewelcome.Free
to all.
T"RockAround the
World"International
Student Activity8:30 to
11:30 p.m. $2 w/ID or $4
w/o. Institute

North.
•The Cache ValleySoaringAswdationinformational meeting,April5, 7:30p.m. Technology
BuildingRoom 108 at USU.Anyone interested in
learning about flyingglidersand soaring is invited
to attend. Information 713-4952or e-mail
cachesoaring@.lyahoo.com.
• Hospicewillhost a SatellieTeleconferencemoderated by Cokie Robertsof ABCNews on "Living
WithGriefClilldren,
Adolescents,andLoss"
April
26 For more information call 716-5349.
• Dates to Remember:
FallRegistrationbegins
April 10,August 16 Fee payment deadline (in person):August 28 FallSemester begins.
•The 2000/01 StephanieOsborneScholarship
is
now availablefrom the Women'sCenter. Eligibility
:
Undergraduate single senior women 24 years or
younger. For more info. contact the Women's
Center 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. TSC 310
• Applicationsnow availablefor the CarlT.
DegenerMemorialScholarships
. Three scholarships available to Juniors majoring in French,
German or Spanish. Pickup an applicationMain
Room 204. Deadline,April 7.
•Applicationsnow availablefor the Jeanlnness
Scholarship
One scholarshipis availableto an
upper-classman majoringin French (or Spanish if
there is no acceptablecandidate in French),
Applicantsmust have a 3.0 GPA.Pickup an application Main Room 204. Deadline:April 7, 2000.

DilbertscoTT

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

ADAMS

WALLY'S CLAIM OF
DISABILITY WILL
BE PUT TO THE TEST.

0

HERE WE GO ...
OH, YEAH... COME
TO ASOK ... GO,
BABY,GO!

C

AG-gravationN,cK
PERK1Ns

DOE5
HE EVER
MOVE?

IT LOOKS
THAT WAY
WHEN I
J'IGGLE THE
CAMERA.
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HARDCASTLE
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Delivering
a
Million
753-8770
752-8900
Smiles
aDay. r---------------, r---------------, r---------------,
For delivery

north of 200 N and

usu

campus

For delivery

south of 200 N and Island area
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Medium
One Topper!
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Choose your
favorite toppings.
Extra toppings
only
$.95 each.
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Medium
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Medium
One Topper!

Choose your
favorite toppings.
Extra toppings
only
$.95 each.

Choose your
favorite toppings.
Extra toppings only
$.95 each.
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